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Preface
Welcome to the 3rd International Workshop
on Learning Semantics of Audio Signals

The introduction of techniques for compressing and streaming of audio data in recent time
has significantly changed the way music is consumed and archived. Personal music collections
may nowadays comprise ten-thousands of music titles. Even mobile devices are able to store
some thousands of songs. But these magnitudes are nothing compared to the vast amount of
music data digitally available on the Internet.
Several features have been proposed to describe music on a low, signal-processing based
level. Some of these have already been incorporated as description schemes for annotation
of audio data into the MPEG-7 standard. However, in contrast to text documents that can
be sufficiently well represented by statistics about the contained terms, audio data seems far
too complex to be described by statistics on signals alone. Additionally, such a representation
does only allow query-by-example.
Learning a mapping between audio features and contextual interpretations would be the key
to solve this problem, enabling a user to formulate a query in a way that is close to his way
of describing music contents, e.g. using natural language or at least combinations of terms.
For this task, models describing how music is perceived are needed, as well as methods for the
extraction, analysis and representation of linguistic descriptions of music. On the other hand,
more sophisticated audio features and analysis of the music structure can narrow the semantic
gap. But even if a mapping can be found, it cannot be considered as universally valid. It
will rather be biased depending on the users preferences, making it necessary to think about
personalization at some point as well.
The first two successful LSAS workshops – in 2006 as part of the SAMT conference in
Athens and in 2008 as independent event at the Centre Pompidou in Paris – motivated us
to organize the workshop this year again. Especially the close embedding in the “Industrial
day” of the SAMT conference with a joined keynote talk of Anssi Klapuri on “Extracting
meaningful auditory objects from music signals: methods and applications” as opening and
a joined demo session as closing event indicates that research in this field comes to age and
closer to applications that are usable in practice. Therefore, we are very pleased to welcome
you in Graz for the third edition of this workshop with, again, several inspiring and innovative
presentations ranging from signal-processing and structural aspects over usability discussions
to emotional and social topics, that are especially emphasized in the invited talk of Peter Knees
and Markus Schedl on “Community- and Web-Based Music Similarity Estimation”.
We would like to thank all members of the program committee for supporting us in the
reviewing process, and of course the authors for their willingness to revise and extend their
initial submissions based on the reviewers comments. We hope that the workshop serves
our intended purpose to continue fostering this line of research in a rapidly expanding and
promising field.
December 2009
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Keynote: Extracting meaningful auditory objects
from music signals: methods and applications
Anssi Klapuri
Queen Mary University, London, UK
klap@cs.tut.fi

Abstract. Music signals are highly structured data items where different elements combine at various levels of abstraction to create the
desired result. This structure is not appropriately taken into account in
conventional signal analysis methods, where the overall signal is characterized by calculating straightforward statistical measures in successive
time frames. This talk introduces methods for breaking up a complex
music signal into its constituent musical elements that have more welldefined ”semantic” roles than the entire mixture signal. Methods are
discussed for analyzing the vocals and lyrics of music pieces, extracting
the melody, the bass line, and chords from music, recognizing musical
instruments in complex music, and analyzing the rhythm and sectional
form of music. Particular emphasis is placed on novel end-user applications that are enabled by these advanced signal analysis approaches. The
applications include new interfaces and techniques for music information
retrieval, intelligent music processing tools, and informative music playback interfaces where links to other music pieces are shown at localized
segments of the played piece. Techniques for implementing these applications are discussed.
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An Adaptive System for
Music Classification and Tagging
Juan José Burred and Geoffroy Peeters
IRCAM, Analysis/Synthesis Team - CNRS STMS
1, pl. Igor Stravinsky - 75004 Paris - France
{burred,peeters}@ircam.fr

Abstract. We present a system that can learn effective classification
models from music databases of very different characteristics, including
both single-label collections indexed by genre or artist and multilabel
databases of musical mood and instrumentation, where multiple tags can
be applied to each track. Adaptability is attained by means of automatic
feature and model selection, both embedded in the multiple-instance binary relevance learning of a Support Vector Machine. We discuss strategies for compensating overfitting and unbalanced training sets.

1

Introduction

Recent developments in Music Information Retrieval technologies have followed
the trend of shifting from the classical single-label, single-criterion model of
classification towards a multi-label, multi-criteria paradigm. The musicological
difficulties of hard-assigning musical tracks to fixed categories such as genres
limit the usefulness of a system in practical use, even if it is able to reach satisfying performances in the laboratory for particular tasks. This is not only due to
technical challenges of the pattern recognition algorithms involved, but mainly
because of the system failing to meet users’ expectations concerning their own
understanding of the musical categories.
It should be noted that multi-criteria and multi-label are two independent
concepts. The label multiplicity (single or multiple) refers to the number of labels
the system can output per track. The criteria refer to the categories described
by the labels (genre, mood, instrumentation, etc.). A multi-criteria system can
be single- or multi-label, however the latter case is more common.
Multilabel music classification is also known as music tagging, and has only
recently started to gain interest with the advent of popular online music services
based on social networking and collaborative-filtering-based recommendation.
Tagging with multiple labels avoids the difficulty and inaccuracy of describing
a whole musical track with a single genre, mood, instrumentation or any other
possible label.
A system capable of working with different criteria needs to be adaptive, in
order to accommodate itself to databases of potentially very different number of
classes, number of audio files and qualities of annotation. Thus, the key machine
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learning concepts involved are automatic feature and model selection. On the
other hand, in benefit of general applicability, it must avoid a too high modeling
accuracy on the training set, i.e., it must avoid overfitting. The most demanding
goal of a classification application is not accuracy, but generality. Using highly
complex decision functions that work well on the training set might perform
poorly when the system is subjected to cross-validation. It is therefore crucial
to find a trade-off between system adaptability and overfitting.
Only relatively recent works have addressed adaptability and multilabel capabilities of music classification systems. An example is the system proposed
in [1], where adaptability is achieved through automatic feature selection and a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)-based classifier is tested in speech/music segregation and genre classification tasks. In [2], multilabel classification is applied to
music and sound effect databases by using label-level GMM distributions learnt
with a hierarchical Expectation-Maximization algorithm. In [3], the Random kLabelsets (RAKEL) algorithm for multilabel classification is applied to music
mood detection. RAKEL has the particularity to handle the multilabel problem
all at once, instead of decomposing the problem into a set of sub-problems. The
first MIREX contest for music tagging took place in the 2008 edition [4].
We present a system that takes into account the demands of adaptability and
subject it to extensive evaluation with two single-label databases (music genre
and artist detection) and two multilabel databases (mood and instrumentation).
Classification is based on Support Vector Machines (SVM). Our proposal to attain adaptability involves embedding feature and model selection in the multipleinstance binary learning needed for multiclass SVMs. Feature selection is based
on the Inertia Ratio Maximization using Feature Space Projection (IRMFSP)
algorithm [5]. Model selection involves searching for optimal SVM cost and kernel parameters by performing sub-cross-validation of the training database at
each binary iteration, for which we propose to use a criterion function that takes
into account overfitting and unbalanced sets. The handling of unbalanced sets
is crucial for tagging applications, and for single-label applications with a high
number of classes, as will be discussed more in detail.
An important characteristic of the proposed system is the binarization1 not
only of the model training (which is needed for SVM anyway), but also of feature and model selection. Because this dramatically increases the overall model
complexity (there are different features and model parameters for each binary
instance), binarization of all learning stages is prone to overfitting. Thus, binarization should be accompanied by measures to mitigate overfitting in order for
the system to gain in classification performance. Computational requirements
also increase, but the separation in binary instances allows easy parallelization.
In the following section we explain in detail the different components of the
system. Sect. 3 briefly introduces the four music databases used in the evaluation
experiments detailed in Sect. 5, and Sect. 4 emphasizes on the two different
1

In this context, binarization is the conversion of a multiclass problem into a set of
2-class sub-problems.
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Short-Time Features
Temporal modeling

Multiclass-to-Binary Conversion
(1 vs. all)
BINARY
MODEL TRAINING
Feature selection 1

Feature selection 2

(IRMFSP)

(IRMFSP)

Model selection 1

Model selection 2

(sCV)

(sCV)

C-SVM 1
(training)

C-SVM 2
(training)

...

Feature selection N

...

Model selection N

...

C-SVM N
(training)

(IRMFSP)

(sCV)

Fig. 1. Overview of the system in training.

evaluation approaches that are needed for the single-label and the multilabel
cases.

2

System modules

Overviews of the system in training and classification modes are shown in Fig.
1 and Fig. 2, respectively. Note that the only modules that are specific to either
single-label or multilabel classification are the decision fusion modules in the
classification subsystem. All the others are valid for both annotation modes.
2.1

Feature extraction

A high adaptability calls for the extraction of a large number of audio features
(most of them described in detail in [6]), that are to be subsequently selected
automatically. All features are extracted on a short-term basis, and include the
following:
– Basic spectral features. Including spectral centroid, rolloff, flux, slope,
skewness, kurtosis, etc.
– Basic temporal features. Autocorrelation and zero-crossings rate.
– Perceptual features. Loudness, specific loudness and a collection of spectral shape features (centroid, rolloff, flux, etc.) applied on a mel-warped
spectrogram.
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AUDIO

FEATURE EXTRACTION

Short-Time Features
Temporal modeling

BINARY
CLASSIFICATION
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(classification)

Probability
estimates

Probability
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...
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MULTILABEL
DECISION
FUSION

Feature selection N
(filtering)

Relevance aggregation

Multiclass decision

Relevance filtering

Late feature integration

Label 1
Label 2
...
Label L

Label 1

SINGLE-LABEL
DECISION
FUSION

Fig. 2. Overview of the system in classification.

– Harmonic features. They measure the level of presence of sinusoidal components, as well as their overall spectral shape. They include noisiness, inharmonicity and harmonic spectral deviation.
– MFCC. 13 Mel Cepstral Coefficients are extracted, together with their first
(∆) and second (∆∆) derivatives.
– Spectral Flatness Measure and Spectral Crest Measure. They measure the flatness of the spectral envelope, and thus its noisiness.
– Chroma coefficients. Indicate the harmonic content by measuring the
spectral energy in 12 frequency bands corresponding to the notes of the
chromatic equal tempered scale.
An extracted short-time feature vector has a dimensionality of 280. To capture its dynamic behaviour, and to heavily reduce computational and storage
requirements, a subsequent stage of temporal modeling is applied. In particular, the loudness-weighted mean and standard deviation of the features across a
certain texture window (whose length is in the range of seconds) are extracted.
This makes a total final dimensionality of 480.
After extraction and temporal modeling, the axes of the feature space are
centered and normalized by Inter-Quartile Range (IQR). The normalization pa-
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rameters are extracted from the training set and used afterwards on the test
set.
2.2

Binarization

The conversion of a multiclass2 problem into a set of 2-class sub-problems appears naturally in the context of SVM-based classifiers. Most multiclass SVM
implementations operate by a series of binary repartitions of the database prior
to actual binary SVM training, followed by some voting or decision scheme.
Usually, the database repartition is embedded into the SVM algorithm and thus
other learning stages such as feature extraction and model selection are kept
out of the binarization and performed in a multiclass context. In such a situation, the found optimal features and model parameters are the same for all the
subsequent pairwise SVM classifications.
We use here an alternative approach consisting in including both feature and
model selection to each one of the binary repartitions. This has the potential of
improving classification performance if the optimal pairwise separation boundaries between classes are highly dissimilar to each other. For example, we might
need a completely different set of features, and a different degree of nonlinearity
in the kernel mapping, when separating jazz from blues, than for separating jazz
from hard rock. A higher boundary nonlinearity will probably be needed in the
first case.
We use the 1-vs.-all approach to binarization, in which a multiclass problem
of C classes is subdivided as a set of C binary sub-problems. In the binary subproblems, the positive class is the class under consideration, and the negative
class is made up of the rest of the training database. Another popular approach
is 1-vs.-1 binarization, in which the number of subproblems is C(C − 1)/2. In
the case of traditional SVM learning, 1-vs.-all and 1-vs.-1 have been reported
as having similar classification and computational performances [7] (in the latter
case, the higher number of sub-problems is compensated by the lower number
of feature vectors in the negative classes). In our case, however, the 1-vs.-1 case
would be much more computationally demanding, since also feature and model
selection are run in each binary instance, and their performance is far less related
to the number of feature vectors in the corresponding classes.
2.3

Binary feature and model selection

Feature selection is based on the IRMFSP algorithm [5], which maximizes the
Fisher discriminant (overall class separability) with an additional orthogonality
constraint. A subsequent dimensionality reduction step based on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was tested in preliminary experiments, but was confirmed
to be inappropriate in a binary context, since it projects all the selected features
into a single dimension, a too coarse simplification.
2

Multiclass (more than 2 classes in the training set) should not be confused with
multilabel (more than 1 class can be assigned assigned to one track).
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The subsequent model selection stage involves searching for the optimal SVM
parameters. Here, C-SVMs (Slack variable-SVMs) are used, since they attain a
higher robustness against overfitting by allowing classification errors near the
separation margin while learning. The cost of these errors is controlled by the
factor c, which is one of the two parameters that need to be optimized. The
other is the factor γ that controls the lobe width of the function used here as
the kernel: Gaussian Radial Basis Function (G-RBF).
The most usual way of performing this parameter optimization is to perform
a cross-validated exhaustive search in the (c, γ) grid, with classification accuracy
as criterion function. In each fold of the validation, a parameter pair is selected
and an SVM is trained and tested. The parameter pair corresponding to the
highest obtained accuracy is selected. Note that the cross-validation partitions
are actually performed on the training set, not in the whole evaluation database
(which would amount to learning from the test set). To avoid confusion, we will
call it sub-cross-validation (sCV).
Using accuracy as criterion can be however inefficient in binary sub-problems
arising from a 1-vs.-all binarization, since the two involved classes will almost
certainly be unbalanced in the number of feature vectors (the negative class will
contain many more vectors than the positive class). Thus, a high overall accuracy
will be obtained even if very few (or even no) true positives are detected, and
the selected parameters will be unoptimal in the final evaluation tests. In such
cases, a more appropriate alternative is to use the F-Measure (FMSR) of the
positive class3 , which is the harmonic mean of the recall (RCL) and precision
(PRC) of that class:
RCL =

TP
2 · PRC · RCL
TP
, PRC =
, FMSR =
,
TP + TN
TP + FP
PRC + RCL

(1)

where TP are the true positives, TN are the true negatives, FP are the false
positives and FN are the false negatives.
In addition to the F-Measure, we include an additional term in the objective
function, which measures the proportion of support vectors found. The number
of support vectors is a good indication of the degree of overfitting. The support
vectors are the training vectors that define the optimal separation boundary,
as found by the SVM training optimization. Thus, proportionally fewer support
vectors imply a less complex decision function, and therefore a (likely) more
generalizable model. The final parameter optimization problem based on the
proposed function takes the form:



S(cni , γnj )
(c∗n , γn∗ ) = argmax FMSR(cni , γnj ) 1 −
,
(2)
Vn
cni ,γnj
where S is the number of support vectors found by the algorithm, Vn is the total
number of training feature vectors in the current binary sub-problem, and n =
3

Note that, in a binary problem, “F-Measure of the positive class” is synonymous with
just “F-Measure”. This is not the case in multiclass problems, where F-Measure, as
well as recall and precision, are always defined in relation to a specific class.
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1, . . . , N is the binary sub-problem index. It should be noted that the size of the
grid defined by (cni , γnj ) has a huge impact on computational time. Therefore,
its resolution is automatically chosen based on the size of the training database.
On the other hand, grids with too high a resolution attain lower performance
due to overfitting.
2.4

C-SVM and probability estimates

After finding the optimal features and (c∗n , γn∗ ) parameters, the n-th C-SVM4
with G-RBF as kernel is re-trained using the whole training set. The formulation
of the training for the n-th binary instance is thus the following:
min

wn ,ξn ,bn

J(wn , ξn ) =

Vn
X
1
kwn k2 + c∗n
ξni ,
2
i=1

(3)

subject to (wnT φ(xi ) + bn ) ≥ 1 − ξni , if yi = n,
(wnT φ(xi ) + bn ) ≤ −1 + ξni , if yi 6= n,
and ξni ≥ 0, ∀i, n,
where wn is the normal vector defining the n-th separating hyperplane, ξni
are the slack variables associated to the n-th sub-problem, φ(·) is the mapping
function associated to the kernel and bn are the hyperplane offsets.
In the classification phase, after filtering out the selected descriptors, classification on the m-th trained SVM is done based on a decision function of the
form wnT φ(xi ) + bn . For classification and retrieval applications, a more convenient output is the probability of a classified vector to belong to the different
classes. This allows later probabilistic temporal integration and computation of
class or tag relevances. Here, probability estimation is based on the pairwise
coupling method proposed by Wu et al. [9].
2.5

Decision fusion for single-label tasks

In the single-label case, the single most probable class for the whole music track
has to be selected out of the set of binary classifications, and also out of the set
of classifications corresponding to the temporal sequence of the texture windows
of that piece. Decision fusion is thus implemented in two phases: first, the most
probable of the N binary positive classes is selected for each texture window, followed by a majority voting of all the detected classes for all the texture windows
of the track (this is labeled as late feature integration in Fig. 2).
4

We use the libsvm library [8] as SVM implementation.
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2.6

Decision fusion for multilabel tasks

Decision fusion has a different goal in multilabel tasks. Instead of choosing a
winning class per track, the decision involves selecting a subset of L < N labels
that are judged as relevant to the track. Note that the set of output labels can
vary in size for different tracks, and might even be empty if no relevant label is
found. This is in contrast to the single-label scenario, in which a class has to be
always assigned (and even if a vector of output probabilities is given in a singlelabel problem, its size is always fixed and equal to the total number of classes).
Thus, the size of the output label set is an additional parameter exclusive to
multilabel tasks, that needs to be carefully optimized.
The sequence of multiclass and temporal decision fusion must now be inverted: first, the probabilities of all positive classes across the sequence of all
texture windows for a given track are first averaged (relevance aggregation),
followed by the filtering of the most relevant tags by means of the relevance
threshold (relevance filtering). An adequate relevance threshold is crucial for a
satisfactory balance between label-based precision and recall in evaluation. The
threshold has been optimized by cross-validation on the whole system.

3

Databases

Four different annotated music databases have been prepared for the evaluations.
They follow different annotation criteria and have very different class distributions and populations.
3.1

Single-label databases

– Genre. The publicly available ISMIR 2004 music genre database5 has been
used. It contains 1422 copyright-free mp3 tracks (128 kbps, 44.1 kHz) organized into 6 genres (see Table 1). Approximately half of the files are separated as a “training database” and the rest as a “development database”,
and several algorithms in the literature have been evaluated by testing the
development database against the training database. In order to allow a direct comparison, we chose to follow the same evaluation method, rather than
using k-fold cross-validation.
– Artist. A database of 3150 MP3 clips of 30 seconds extracted around the
center of each song (128 kbps, 32 kHz) has been compiled, containing tracks
from 105 pop/rock artists (30 tracks per artist). This database has been
designed to resemble the (not publicly available) MIREX 2008 [4] artist
detection database in size and proportions, but contains different artists and
audio files. The artist labels originate from the ID3 metadata of the MP3
files.
5

http://ismir2004.ismir.net/genre contest/index.htm
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Genre
1422
6
classical
604
electronic
229
jazz/blues
52
#files per class
metal/punk
90
rock/pop
203
world
244
Annotation
Metadata
Evaluation
1-fold cross-database
Database
#files
#classes

11

Artist
3150
105
30 files per artist
(mostly pop/rock)

Metadata
3-fold cross-validation

Table 1. Single-label databases used for evaluation.

3.2

Multilabel databases

The database characteristics and classes for the multilabel case are shown in
Table 2. The figure contains an additional measure: the label cardinality, i.e., the
average number of annotated labels per track.
– Mood. 193 mp3 files (128 kbps, 32 kHz) have been manually annotated
with labels reflecting mood or emotion characteristics. Multiple labels per
file are allowed (but not required). Each file has been annotated 3 times in
order to allow an assessment of label relevance by measuring the agreement
between annotators. From a bigger initial set of labels, only those labels for
which 2 of the three annotators agreed, and that appear in at least 6 tracks,
were kept. Since this annotation process is much more costly than in the
single-label case, the size of the database is smaller.
– Instrumentation. 252 mp3 files (128 kbps, 32 kHz) have been manually
annotated with a variety of criteria related to instrumentation (lead vocal
type, drum kit type, production style, etc.). Again, 3 annotations per file
were done, and only the labels with an agreement of 2 or 3 were kept. Note
that the label cardinality is twice as high as in the mood case, and that the
classes are better populated.

4

Evaluation measures

It is possible to define a unified evaluation framework valid both for single-lable
and multilabel scenarios by reinterpreting in each case the meaning of TP, TN,
FP and FN, or even more easily, by reinterpreting the meaning of the answer
set A and the relevant set R. In terms of general Information Retrieval, the
answer set is the set containing all items output by the algorithm in response
to a certain query, and the relevant set contains all items annotated as being
relevant to a particular query (i.e., the ground truth). The class-wise positive
and negative scores are then defined for class n as:
TPn = |Rn ∩ An |
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Database
Mood
#files
193
#labels
15
label cardinality 2.06
angry/aggressive
bizarre/weird
calming/soothing
cheerful/festive
contrasted
enchanting/magical
grandiloquent
laid-back/mellow
mechanical/robotic
#files per label playful
positive/happy
powerful/strong
romantic/passionate
sad/melancholic/doleful
sophisticated/elegant

Annotation
Evaluation

13
6
50
46
11
6
13
20
9
40
52
49
34
9
41

3 manual annotations per file
3-fold cross-validation

Instrumentation
252
19
3.99
background vocals
drum kit: techno
drum kit: electronic 80’s
drum kit: heavy rock/metal
drum kit: jazz/country/soul
drum kit: light pop/rock
drum kit: urban / R’n’B / rap
guitar solo
piece based on distorted guitars
simple presence of distorted guitars
instrumentation archetype: electronic
instrumentation archetype: vocal and acc.
instrumentation archetype: pop/rock
lead vocal part
no melodic reference
not a lead vocal part
production: heavily produced in studio
production: produced with acoustic instruments
production: transparent
3 manual annotations per file
3-fold cross-validation

64
22
13
21
51
97
24
27
43
17
32
10
164
154
14
48
50
93
60

Table 2. Multilabel databases used for evaluation.

TNn = |S − (Rn ∪ An )|

(5)

FNn = |Rn − (Rn ∩ An )|,

(7)

FPn = |An − (Rn ∩ An )|

(6)

where S is the set of all items, | · | denotes the number of elements in a set
and the − denotes set difference. There is one interpretation of the sets for the
single-label case, and two possible interpretations for the multilabel case, which
are the following:
– Single-label: S is the set of all tracks in the test partition of the database,
An is the set of test tracks assigned by the algorithm to class n, and Rn is
the set of test tracks annotated in the ground truth as belonging to class n.
– Multilabel label-based measures: S is the set of all tracks in the test
partition of the database, An is the set of test tracks assigned by the algorithm to label n, and Rn is the set of test tracks which include label n in
the ground truth annotation.
– Multilabel track-based measures: S is the set of all labels in the ground
truth (the dictionary), An is the set of labels assigned by the algorithm to
track t, and Rn is the set of all labels annotated for track t in the ground
truth.
Multilabel track-based measures can be misleading about the generalized
performance of the system. They can lead to artificially good results if a system
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is good at predicting a few well-populated labels (such as “pop/rock” instrumentation) and bad at predicting rare or more specific labels (such as “electronic
80’s drum kit”) [2]. For a more generalized performance indication that ensures
that even the rare labels are well classified, label-based measures should be used,
as we did in the experiments outlined in the next section.
Once the positive/negative scores values are computed, the class-wise evaluation measures of RCL, PRC and FMSR are computed as in Eq. 1. In addition,
in the single-label case a popular measure is the accuracy (ACC), which is simply the percentage of tracks correctly classified. In spite of its popularity, this
measure can be misleading with unbalanced datasets, as has been argued before. The F-Measure should be considered as the most robust and informative
measure of performance in both single- and multilabel cases.

5

Experimental results

The goal of the experiments was not only to test the performance of the system
in the individual tasks, but also its adaptability, without manual changes, between databases of very different characteristics. In this respect, we emphasize
that the parameters that are not automatically optimized by the system (sound
analysis parameters, number of selected features, multilabel relevance threshold,
etc.) remained unchanged between all experiment runs with all four single- and
multilabel databases. For each evaluation configuration, the system was launched
with each one of the databases with no manual parameter tuning or changing
between runs.
For the short-term feature extraction6 , a Blackman window of 60ms length
and a hop size of 20ms was used. For the single-label experiments, two different
temporal modeling methods were tested: the first (“file”) takes the whole track
length as a single texture window, and thus each track is represented by a single
feature vector. In the second mode (“tw”), a texture window of a fixed length
of 4s and a hop size of 2s was set. The file mode is much more computationally
efficient, but it might fail to capture some degree of dynamic feature behaviour.
For reasons of computational demands, multi-label databases were only tested in
file mode. After assessing the performance in preliminary tests, a fixed number
of 40 selected features was set for all final experiments.
The results for the single-label experiments are shown in Table 3, and for
the multilabel experiments in Table 4. All measures are averaged across classes
and, in the artist, mood and instrumentation cases, across the 3 folds of the
cross-validation. The “multiclass” configuration denotes the usual approach of
performing feature and model selection on the multiclass dataset, outside of
the binarization. Thus, the features selected by the IRMFSP algorithm and the
parameters selected by multiclass sCV (with accuracy as a criterion function)
are common for all n SVMs. Note that this does not apply to the multilabel
case, in which a binarization of the whole training has to be carried out anyway.
6

All MP3 files were decoded into WAV before processing.
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temp.
Configuration
mod.
Multiclass
file
BFS - sCV(acc) file
BFS - sCV(f+sv) file
Multiclass
tw
BFS - sCV(acc) tw
BFS - sCV(f+sv) tw

SINGLE-LABEL
Genre
Artist
ACC RCL PRC FMSR
ACC RCL PRC FMSR
83.95 78.84 80.31 79.08
28.44 28.44 34.71 27.12
84.91 79.34 80.98 79.95
45.71 45.71 47.98 45.04
85.32 79.47 81.32 80.15
45.40 45.40 47.58 44.60
87.11 81.26 85.20 83.03
41.59 41.59 40.76 39.63
87.24 81.79 86.38 83.79
44.35 44.35 46.94 43.67
88.07 82.80 86.95 84.62
43.33 43.33 45.90 42.53

Table 3. Results for the single-label databases. All measures are averaged across classes
and (in the case of the artist database) across cross-validation folds.

temp.
Configuration
mod.
BFS - sCV(acc) file
BFS - sCV(f+sv) file

MULTILABEL
Mood
Instrumentation
RCL PRC FMSR
RCL PRC FMSR
78.59 22.01 32.03
85.52 34.24 46.28
59.85 33.61 40.23
74.59 42.38 52.32

Table 4. Results for the multilabel databases. All measures are label-based and averaged across labels and across cross-validation folds.

The row indicated as “BFS-sCV(acc)” (Binary Feature Selection (BFS) and
binary sub-cross-validation (sCV) based on accuracy (acc)) corresponds to the
full binarization of IRMFSP feature selection and sCV model selection. Since the
criterion function (acc) is still the same than in the multiclass case, the results on
this row show the independent effect of binarization. The performace has been
improved in all cases (in terms of F-Measure), both with file and texture-window
temporal modeling. The improvement is slight in the genre case (6 classes), and
more important in the artist case (105 classes). This shows that using the same
parameters for a large set of decision boundaries is too broad a simplification,
and that binarization is convenient in such cases.
The “BFS-sCV(f+sv)” denotes again full binarization, but with the accuracy
criterion function replaced by the function proposed in Eq. 2, which takes into
account unbalancing and overfitting. The use of this function improves the FMeasure in all but the artist database. Note in particular that the improved
performance for the multilabel databases is due to a better balance between
precision and recall. A possible reason why the performance is similar but not
better with the 105-class artist database might be the extreme unbalancing of
the binary sub-problems, which would need further compensation. A possibility
we will investigate is to learn two different cost coefficients in each sub-problem,
one for the positive class (c∗+n ) and one for the negative class (c∗−n ).
The genre results are directly comparable to previous approaches, since they
are based on a very similar database. The class-averaged recall reported in [1]
was of 78.7% with the same training and development databases and the best
recall obtained in the ISMIR 2004 genre contest was of 78.78%, in this case
with the development database replaced by a non-public evaluation database
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of the same characteristics and proportions. In comparison, the present system
obtained a mean recall of 82.80%.
The system was also submitted for participation in the MIREX 2009 classification and tagging tasks. For details on the evaluation results, see [10].

6

Conclusions

Adaptability of the presented system has been achieved through the use of automatic feature selection from a large set of features, through the use of SVM
cost and kernel parameter selection by sub-cross-validation, and by allowing
both single-label and multilabel modes of operation. General performance can
be significantly improved by binarizing all stages of the training process, not
only SVM training (as is usually the case), but also of feature and model selection. Performance can be further optimized by using a model selection criteron
function that takes into account training set unbalancing and overfitting. The
best performances obtained with the same configuration (full binarization with
“f+sv” criterion function) were of 88.07% accuracy and 84.62% F-measure for a
6-class single-label genre database, of 45.40% accuracy and 44.60% F-Measure
for a 105-class single-label artist database, of 40.23% label-based F-Measure for
a 15-label multilabel mood database, and of 52.32% label-based F-Measure for
a 19-label multilabel and multi-criteria instrumentation database.
A possibility towards further adaptability would be to automatically choose
one of the configurations shown in Tables 3 and 4 depending on the class population and database size. But for a robust choice, this will probably need further
extensive testing, and the use of bigger databases, especially in the multilabel
case. Another future direction of research will be to explore more informative
temporal modeling methods.

7
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An Exploration of Real-Time Visualizations of
Musical Timbre
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Abstract. This study explores real-time visualizations of timbre-related
audio features using the music programming environment Max/MSP/
Jitter. Following the approach of exploratory data-analysis, we present
a palette of different visualization techniques, each one providing a different perspective on the feature-data. We introduce a simple notion of
timbral distance, which can be used in real-time performance situations.
The visualizations are further used to inform the control of audio effects
by feature trajectories. Finally, we present a brief analysis of a section
of Gerard Grisey’s Modulations, which aims to combine score oriented
methods with acoustical analysis of recordings.

1

Introduction

“The role of timbre has extended to that of central subject of the music. Then,
paradoxically, the very notion of timbre, this catchall, multidimensional attribute
with a poorly defined identity, gets blurred, diffuse and vanishes into the music
itself.” - J.-C. Risset & D. Wessel [1]
Timbre, classically considered as the perceptual attribute that lets listeners
distinguish between different orchestral instruments playing with same pitch and
dynamics, is central to 20th and 21st century music. Interestingly, the more the
phenomenon of timbre has moved into the musical focus and the better it is understood lately, the more problematic gets its notion as an independent musical
parameter in contemporary music. Today, the relevance of timbre reaches far beyond sound objects which have a clearly defined pitch. As Tristan Murail notes,
“the new materials that offer themselves to the composer [...] are often complex
sounds, intermediate sounds, hybrids, sounds that possess new dimensions (transitions, development over time), sounds that are neither harmonic complexes nor
timbres but something between the two.” The “Revolution of Complex Sounds”
[2] - starting in the 1950s in the electronic studios and firstly becoming obvious
in instrumental music with Ligeti and during the beginning of the french spectral
movement - challenges the multidimensionality of timbre, the difference between
timbre and harmony and the possibilities of its manipulation.1
1

Therefore, the notion of timbre will be used in reference to single instrumental sounds
as well as to complex textures in this paper.
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Research on the complex acoustical phenomenon of timbre is naturally divided into different fields, each one taking a different perspective: sound synthesis, physical modeling, timbre-perception and cognition, timbre-based music
information retrieval, composition. However, all fields more or less depend on,
and contribute to the understanding of timbre-perception, since timbral information in the aether is only relevant in respect to its perception. An example
for this is the “Analysis by Synthesis” paradigm, which has lately been reversed
by work on feature modulation synthesis into “Synthesis by Analysis” [3]. These
are approaches to close the apparent gaps between the field-specific perspectives
on timbre.
This project follows a similar hands-on approach: timbre analysis by visualization, musical control by analysis. The paper focusses on the key points of the
project: audio feature based timbre-modeling, -visualization and -manipulation
by a real-time program, realized in the music enviroment Max/MSP/Jitter. The
analysis by visualization - approach is inspired by the methodology of exploratory
data analysis in statistics: exploring underlying structures of high dimensional
data by graphical representation. This serves a two-fold purpose: gaining experience of the sound-dependent behavior and correlations of the visualized audio
features, as well as contributing to the understanding of physical properties of
certain sounds, as reflected by the respective audio features. However, no formal
results concerning the performance of the system are developed in this methodological exploration.
In the following section, we briefly mention previous research done in this
field and explain the main parts of the program. Section three is an example for
using the program in an analysis of Gerard Grisey’s Modulations. Section four
outlines promising areas for future research in this field.2

2

Structure of the Program

For the sake of efficiency, the program was divided into its main functional parts.
It consists of four communicating subprograms (patches), namely Feature Extraction, Visualization, Distance, and Audio Control which can be run separately.
The latter three patches receive and process the multivariate feature-time-series
from the initial extraction patch.
2.1

Feature Extraction

Starting with a powerful set of audio features is naturally a prerequisite for
successful music information retrieval (MIR). Since recently, the ChucK language offers a set of MIR standard features as well as real-time support for fast
MIR prototyping [4]. Many academic studies dealing with timbre-classification,
segmentation and music-similarity, start with a set of about 10-20 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). McKinney and Breebart [5] demonstrate
2

For a short video documentation of the project, see http://visualizingmusic.com/.
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the performance of auditory-filter-based features and their fluctuations in different bands. Jensen [6] uses a gaussian-smoothed, bark-based representation of the
spectrum for extracting timbral information. Moerchen et al. [7] propose nonlinear transformations to unskew the feature distributions of low level features,
a method that is adapted in this study.3 Pachet and Roy suggest automatically
generated ‘analytical’ features for supervised classification tasks [8]. However,
for the purpose of direct visualization, it is necessary to use features which are
“meaningful”, i.e. which refer to a more or less intuitive property of the spectrum.
The Feature Extraction patch extracts the multivariate series of features from
MSP - audio in real-time and sends it to the other patches. Additionally, the
time series can be written into a text file, which can be the starting point for
data-analysis in programs such as MATLAB. Three different kinds of features are
extracted. For most low-level features, we use the real-time sound description library zsa.descriptors by Emmanuel Jourdan and Mikhail Malt [9]. We include
its features (spectral) -centroid, -spread, -skewness, -kurtosis, -flux, rolloff (default 95%), -slope, -decrease. Additionally, second order features, bark-flux, barkflux-flux, centroid-flux, peaks above threshold, (bark based) spectral crest factor,
centroid-fund-ratio, are computed, using the zsa.descriptors data. For higher level
perceptual features, such as Loudness, Noisiness, Roughness and Fund(amental
frequency) we use CNMAT’s Analyser -object.
The default settings of the FFT are a window size of 512 samples with 50%
overlap at an audio sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.
2.2

Visualization

Besides being of interest in other fields, feature visualization can be a valuable
tool for music analysis. In this domain dealing with the acoustical properties
of sound is mainly unexplored, since its traditional methods are based on the
representation of music by a score. The constrains of these methods become
apparent in contemporary music where the relation between a performance of a
piece and its score is not as straight forward anymore as in the common practice
period. This holds especially true for electronic music, where often no scores exist
at all. Thus Jean-Claude Risset notes: “The lack of an objective representation
makes it difficult to study these works.”[10] Visual representations based on the
trajectories of audio features of recordings are an attempt to generate “objective”
representations of pieces. This is what Stephen Malloch suggests in [11], using
trajectories of perceptually oriented features to inform the analysis of a critical
section of Ligeti’s Atmospheres. Unfortunately, his set of descriptors is small and
his visualizations rather unappealing.
The Visualization-patch incorporates several real-time tools, each providing a
different perspective onto the data. For all visualizations holds that the selection
3

Interestingly, their evaluation of a large set of features shows that psycho-acoustically
weighted features correlate highly with their unweighted counterparts, a finding that
contradicts the tenor of [5].
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of the respective feature as well as its scaling and the overall time scale is kept
variable.
Slider simply draws the magnitude of six features over time, using Max
standard objects. A histogram for each feature gives a more global point of view
of the feature’s distribution.
Scatter Plots provides the scatter plots of all pairs of a 6-d feature-space.
Time is encoded by changing color of the dots. It is highly suited to explore
correlations between features (see fig. 1a).
Histos is a compact view on the histograms of the six features selected in
Scatter Plots. By accumulating the distribution of features over time, it relates
to the way in which texture distances are computed in the Distance-patch.

(a) Scatterplot of basson (red) and clarinet
(blue) - “Grey-tones”, used in (12) and (13).
Features: centroid, spread, skewness, flux, barkflux, centroid-Flux

(b) First minute of Berio’s Sequenza 3 for women’s voice
Features: x-axis: spread, yaxis: centroid, green-intensity:
bark-flux, width: loudness

Fig. 1. Scatter Plots and Lineto visualizations

Lineto represents a 4-d feature-space by encoding 2 dimensions in x-y, a
third dimension in the intensity of the line’s color and the fourth dimension in
the width of the line. An example is shown in figure 1b. It seems to be especially
suited for the context of feature driven control and the capturing of gestures.
Stock Market simply plots the magnitude of four features over time. It can
give an overview of long term properties and has more temporal resolution and
flexibility than possible with multislider -based Slider.
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Fig. 2. Klangfarbenmelodie?! Schoenberg: ”Fuenf Orchesterstuecke” op.16, no.3, ”Farben” - first three measures. Lower bound: centroid, width: spread, blue-intensity: barkflux, green-intensity: flux, red-dots: skewness, green-dots: rolloff.

River is inspired by the metaphor of a “river of sound”. The approach was
to represent timbre and textures not only by dots and lines, but also to let it
shape the surface-texture of an object. In this high-dimensional “timbregram”,
a notion coined by Cook [14], two features control the upper and lower bound of
the “river”. Two features contribute to intensity of blue and green, respectively,
and the relative position of green and red dots is shaped by two other features.
This representation connects many features in one visual entity - the “river”. It
metaphorically tries to stay close to music-perception as the perception of one
entity with several layers.
Consider the beginning of Schoenberg’s famous Fuenf Orchesterstcke op.16,
no.3. Whether or not a realization of his vision of an Klangfarbenmelodie, it
could be seen as one of the first pieces to pose analytical problems, difficult to
resolve with tradional pitch oriented analysis. In the first three measures, the
pitch content stays constant, only its orchestration shifts back and forth subtly.
MacCallum and Einbond [15] compare the different orchestrations by their values
in an auditory model of roughness. They measure a higher roughness value in the
second orchestration, corresponding to the bright brass instruments as english
horn and trumpet. In the River -visualization (fig. 2) it becomes obvious that
the different sound of the second orchestration is related to a higher spectral
centroid and a lower spread. Zones of stationary sound exhibit a low Bark-Flux
value, whereas the transitions from one orchestration to the other have naturally
higher flux. The River -representation can thus serve as a starting point for an
acoustically oriented study of orchestration.
Similarity matrices are naturally suited for exploring temporal (a-)periodicity.
A large body of research in automatic beat detection and music-segmentation
has dealt with similarity matrices (for a thorough review of their role in MIR
see e.g. [16]). Jensen compares segmentation of popular music with audio features based on timbre (i.e. spectral), rhythmic and harmonic information. He
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(a) Billie Holiday’s “All of Me”.
Turquoise = first four moments, magenta
= loudness, yellow = flux. Smoothing =
ca. 175ms.

(b) Shakira’s “Whenever, Wherever”.
Turquoise = first four moments, magenta
= loudness, yellow = flux. Smoothing =
ca. 175ms.

Fig. 3. SimMatrix -visualizations.

concludes that segmentation using timbral features performs best and presents
dissimilarity matrices for the songs “Whenever, Wherever” sung by Shakira and
Billie Holiday’s “All of Me” [6].
SimMatrix plots a 3-d similarity matrix, by color-coding and superimposing
similarity matrices (based on euclidean distances) of three 4-d feature vectors.
The intensity of colors corresponds to the distances between feature vectors
over time. Figure 3 shows the visualization of the two songs mentioned above.
New is the superposition of different matrices in real-time, which forms one
complex higher-dimensional, less reductive representation of feature-time-series.
Depending on the purpose of a visualization, complexity can be good or bad.
However, this project strives for representations of timbre which take its multidimensionality into account.4
2.3

Distance

Consider Figure 4-5, the plot of features of eight musical textures, drastically
differing in genre. The features’ oscillation patterns of each texture seem to be
chaotic and hard to describe. Nevertheless, each texture seems to be at least
distinguished in its features’ mean values, its deviations and oscillation frequencies. This naive observation motivates the measurement of timbral distance of
textures by the comparison of their statistical distributions over long term timewindows. In the MIR-community, most research in music-similarity is devoted to
global non-real-time music browsing and collection management, therefore using
4

As a wise man used to say: “Things should be made as simple as possible, but not
any simpler.”
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Fig. 4. Trajectory of spectral centroid over time of eight musical textures, 10 sec each,
moving average length = ca. 30ms.

Fig. 5. Set of feature trajectories over time of the same eight musical textures, 10
sec each, Red = Centroid, Green = Spread, Blue = Flux, White = Centroid-Flux, no
smoothing.

Fig. 6. Distance-values of the same textures. The first four textures were set as references for blue, green, red, white, respectively.
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higher level statistical models like Gaussian mixtures, hidden Markov models or
clustering. In contrast to that, this program applies low-level ways of calculating
timbre-distances which can be used in real-time.
The patch Distance starts with a 10-d feature vector v(t) at time t, and
calculates for each dimension (or feature) i the mean µi , standard deviation σi
and the third and fourth central moment m3i , m4i over a sample window of length
N . These values are non-linearly scaled and collected in a 40-d vector M (t):
M (t) =
(µ1 , σ1 , log(1 + |m31 |), log(1 + m41 ), ..., µ10 , σ10 , log(1 + |m310 |), log(1 + m410 ))T

Our measure of timbral-distance dt0 in reference to the time t0 is then computed
by taking the euclidean distance of the 40-d moments vector at time t and t0 :
dt0 (t) = ||M (t0 ) − M (t)||2

Employing a naive notion of recognition, a distance below a threshold , i.e.
dt0 (t) ≤ , triggers the event of “recognition” of the timbre at time t0 .
Given the set of features we use (see 2.1), the choice of the size of the feature
vector v(t) seems to work as a compromise between a possibly precise characterization and unnecessary repetitions due to obviously high correllations between
features. In the same sense we used the contractive log-function to include the
information of the third and fourth moments without giving it too much weight
in the actual distance-computation, especially in respect to outliers. As already
mentioned, this methodology is experimental and needs to be tested systematically in future work.
The results of this real-time recognition-mechanism are surprisingly good,
compared to the simplicity of its underlying mathematical model. Consider figure 6, the plot of the similarities of four reference textures, compared to eight
textures overall. Note that a uniform threshold for recognition could be set in
this collection of textures. Texture 1 and 3 seem to be close to each other and
indeed, both are dense orchestral settings of strings.
2.4

Audio Control

This part of the program is devoted to the application of audio feature extraction
in performance contexts. It is basically an communication platform mapping the
feature series or similarities onto the control of audio effects. It receives the scaled
values of the Lineto-visualizations which can serve as an orientation for players,
using feature driven audio effects. Control parameters of the effects are then
shaped by the analysis of the incoming audio material itself (compare [17]). This
method has an interesting dynamic behavior of the effect as a result, something
which can lead to a more natural fusion of effect and original sound. The patch
also receives the distance values and the recognition cues of the Distance patch.
The final mapping is of course up to the individual user of this patch.5
5

Our first demonstration mapped e.g. the spectral centroid onto the oscillationfrequencies of a filter, loudness onto a (linear) frequency-shift and the event of
“recognition” triggered an audio sample.
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Feature Visualization and Music Analysis - Timbral
Convergence in Gerard Grisey’s Modulations

The last section (no.44 - end) of Grisey’s Modulations for 33 Instruments is
a musical process from harmonicity to inharmonicity, realized as a crescendo
in ten steps. From a global point of view, this section features two different
evolving sound objects: a continuous string section, build on the Les Espaces
Acoustiques E, and developing chords in the wind instruments. These chords
again divide into high chords, mainly played by the woodwinds and succeeded by
deeper chords, mainly set for the brass.6 The following section applies the notion
of “convergence” to describe the musical development of those three elements
during the process. The aim is to develop a fertile interaction of score-analysis
and auditory-feature-based visualizations.
The strings start in the first section in a unison on the cycles-E (in their
respective range), only the first four violins play the fifth a in an flageolet. The
dynamics start at pppp and are stricly increasing in each chord, leading to a
f f f in the last crescendo. During each of the nine following chords with their
successors, inharmonic tones are added to the first E. The hammond organ comes
in at the forth chord, with a cluster of a deep E, D-sharp, C-sharp to which in
every following step one ascending tone is added. All the changes in pitch from
the first unison E grow monotonically from zero to the range of a minor third.
The pitch-range of the high and low chords in the winds become more and
more similar during the whole process, as intended by the model Grisey uses.
The instrumentation changes: in the last three chords, the dichotomy in the
setting of brass and woodwinds becomes more and more fuzzy. This process of
convergence is supported by the temporal development of the overall attack time
of the chords and the duration of the crescendos.
The addition of the chords in the winds seems to make the perceived difference between each continuous string section even smaller. Grisey’s writing
plays at this point with the limits of perception: listening to the ten sections
in direct succession with the harmonic and subharmonic chords cut out, the
difference between them is clearly perceivable. Nonetheless, while listening to
the section as a whole, attention is rather attracted by the chords, which let
each string part appear very similar to its predecessor. Grisey uses the chords
as a tool to mask the change in the strings to a certain extend and let them
appear truly continuous. At some point though, listeners are confronted with
dissonance in its very physicality while hardly been able to notice any process of
change. The change is captured by a visualization, though. This case highlights
an interesting divergence of the audio feature based representation of sound and
the listening experience, caused by a subtle composition of change in repeating
musical material.
6

Grisey uses for these chords the spectral model of a trombone sound which is orchestrated as the first high chord at the very beginning of the process. The mirrored
set of intervals leads to the low chord, which he considers as the first chord’s “subharmonic” pendant.
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Fig. 7. River -visualization of the process in Modulations. Lower bound = centroid,
width = spread, intensity of blue = bark-based-flux, intensity of green = flux, relative
position of red dots = noisiness, rel.pos. green dots = loudness. Running average = ca.
580ms

Fig. 8. Distance-values for the process with the reference point set at the last crescendo.
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Consider figure 7, the River -visualization of the process.7 It gives an overview
of the process and confirms that the dichotomy of continuos string section and
peaked chord in the winds is converging acoustically. This can even be made
more explicit by considering the Distance-values of the whole section with the
last crescendo set as the reference in figure 8. The “timbral distance” in respect
to the last crescendo is shrinking to zero in an overall trend. Nonetheless, the
difference of the distance between string section and chords is also diminishing,
which supports the above thesis of mutual timbral convergence.

Fig. 9. Comparison of two different recordings of the same process with the SimMatrix
- visualization. Spectral envelope encoded as turquoise, spectro-temporal cues as yellow,
loudness as red. Smoothing = ca. 58ms

For the discussed section, similarity matrix representations highlight the repetitive but developing form of the process. Consider representations of two different
recordings of the process in figure 9.8 These large scale visualizations can work
like a global map for comparing recordings. It is clearly visible that the underlying recordings are highly similar. Bright squares on the main diagonal correspond
to the self-similar, stationary nature of the continuous string sections. The spectral envelope shows a pattern reflecting the dichotomy of continuos string section
and chords in the winds. The increasing intensity of red in the right hand corner
signifies a drastic change in loudness, compared to the beginning. The increasing
portion of yellow encodes a similar structure for flux. The end of the process is
visible by an increased distance to the early past, but smaller distance to the
beginning of the process. However, the second recording is obviously faster. Also,
it seems to be segmented into at least three self-similar sub-sections, whereas the
first recording seems to develop more continuously. Interestingly, both representations differ in many details, that might correspond to fine perceptual cues,
7

8

Figures 7, 8, 9a refer to the recording Gerard Grisey: Les Espaces Acoustiques, Kairos,
2005. This section is the beginning of Transitoires on this record.
Second recording: Gerard Grisey: Les Espaces Acoustiques, Accord 2001
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which enable listeners finally to discriminate between the distinct “sound” of
different recordings.
Both, the score-analysis and the visualizations of feature trajectories and
similarities point out that this process can be seen as as a convergence of three
distinct objects: the high and low chords in the winds and the string section.
During the process, each one of them is continuously transformed in a direction
of mutual convergence, so that they naturally appear as one mass of sound in
the last crescendo. In reference to this evolving structure of converging sound
objects, it might be illustrative to use an abstract conception of counterpoint
and speak about a “counterpoint of complex sounds”. Such a counterpoint may
not exclusively be visualizable by points and lines, but maybe by points, lines,
colors, shadows and textures.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

This project explores audio-feature-based real-time visualizations, timbral distance and audio-control. The presented dynamic representations of multivariate
time-series of audio features proved to be a powerful tool for acoustical and
musicological analysis. Additionally, visualizations like these could be used for
educational purposes, e.g. as a listening aid in new music. The implemented notion of timbral distance has shown promising results and will soon be integrated
in my own (improvisation-oriented) performance setup.
Each part of the presented project can be taken to another level in future
work: Firstly, the choice of the feature set has to be re-adressed, as it seems
necessary to extend the palette of features. Using a set of MFCCs seems highly
promising. To the author’s knowledge, these descriptors do not yet exist as free
Max -abstractions and therefore have to be programmed from scratch. Since these
sets ideally include more than ten coefficients, finding a complete visual representation will need to involve some creativity. Also, for the purpose of direct visualization, higher-level perceptual features, like those McKinney and Breebart
[5] suggested (Sharpness, Roughness, Loudness and their respective modulation
energies in different frequency bands) appear to be highly suited.
Secondly, considering the realm of visualization, the question of how to optimize the preprocessing, i.e. smoothing/filtering of the data has to be posed. So
far, only a moving averages were used, but other filters will probably improve the
transparency of the data. There is great potential in using the openGL - environment in Jitter for 3-d real-time representations. Using open GL will improve the
visual qualities and the intuitiveness of the representations, while conveniently
operating on the GPU. The aim is to letting sound dynamically shape three
dimensional objects and their surface textures.
Thirdly, the field of timbre-distance and -recognition turns out to be highly
interesting, both conceptually and musically, and it is closely related to general
questions of feature based texture-modeling. Higher level statistics and classifiers, as e.g. GMM or HMM will be evaluated for real-time use, as well as methods
of spectral analysis of the feature time-series. For the task of recognition, the
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inclusion of neural network based learning schemes, as e.g. deep belief networks,
seems promising. However, these measure of timbral similarity will then have to
be tested systematically and compared with other systems.
The audio-control part is the least developed so far. This field could evolve
in respect to realizing more concrete musical ideas, perhaps in cooperation with
an interested composer. In a similar sense, music-video interaction via audiofeatures could be explored artistically, and some of the implemented visualizations might serve as a starting point for this endeavor.
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Abstract. Both low-level semantics of song texts and our emotional
responses can be encoded in words. In order to model how we might
perceive the emotional context of songs, we propose a simplified cognitive approach to bottom-up define term vector distances between lyrics
and affective adjectives, which top-down constrain the latent semantics
according to the psychological dimensions of valence and arousal. Projecting the lyrics and adjectives as vectors into a semantic space using
LSA latent semantic analysis, their cosine similarities can be mapped
as emotions over time. Subsequently we apply a three-way Tucker tensor
decomposition to the derived LSA matrices, combined with a hierarchical
Bayesian automatic relevance determination to find similarities across a
selection of songs, and as a result identify two time series dramatic curvatures and three mixtures of affective components, which might function
as emotional building blocks for generating the structure in lyrics.

1

Introduction

Though one might think of media as an audiovisual stream of consciousness, we
frequently encode frames of video or waves of sound into strings of text. Language allows us to both share the internal representations of what we perceive
as mental concepts, as well as categorizing them as distinct states in the continuous ebb and flow of emotions [1]. Cognitively speaking our feelings can be
thought of as labels that we consciously assign to the emotional responses triggered by the sensory inputs we are constantly exposed to [2]. That is, the brain
applies an analysis-by-synthesis approach, which infers structure from bottomup processing of statistical regularities, that are continuously compared against
stored patterns of top-down labeled gestalts [3]. Whether we actually perceive
something, coordinate our movements to grasp an object or only imagine that
we do so by mentally simulating the action, the same neural populations are involved. The result is that circuits interconnecting the various areas in the brain
will cause neurons to fire in synchrony regardless of their underlying modality
[4]. Language builds on the very same sensory-motor mechanisms in the brain,
and consequently fuses the various modalities of sound, sight and somatosensory
sensations together in a semantic structure of action concepts. It has recently
been shown that reading a word like ‘smile’ triggers the same motor resonances
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in our brains as a visual representation of the corresponding facial features,
which means that also verbal emotional expressions are embodied [5]. As both
low-level semantics of song texts and our affective responses can be encoded in
words, we propose that it might be feasible to cognitively model the distances
‘bottom-up’ between lyrics and affective adjectives represented as vectors in
a high-dimensional space based on LSA latent semantic analysis [6]. And ‘topdown’ constrain the latent semantics according to neurophysiological dimensions
which allows us to model emotions within a continuos plane. Meaning, that the
emotional adjectives used in the proposed LSA implementation function not only
as markers for measuring the distances between affective labels and the lyrics of
a song, but also represent points in a semantic plane framed by the psychological axes of valence and arousal, that cognitively appear to have actual neural
correlates pertaining to two distinct networks in the brain [7].

2

Related work

During the past decade advances in neuroimaging technologies enabling studies of brain activity have established that musical structure to a larger extent
than previously thought is being processed in ‘language’ areas of the brain [8].
Specifically related to songs, fMRI ‘functional magnetic resonance imaging’ experiments show that neural processes involved in perception and action when
covertly humming the melody or rehearsing the song text activate overlapping
areas in the brain. This indicates that core elements of lyrical music appear to be
treated in a fashion similar to those of language [9], which is in turn supported
by the electrophysical evidence of language and music competing for the same
neural resources when processing syntax and semantics [10]. Looking specifically
into the functional architecture of memory, it appears that both storage and representation of verbal and tonal information rely on the same neural networks.
That is, processing and encoding of phonemes as well as pitch are largely based
on the same sensorimotor mechanisms. And as a result our short term working
memory, complemented by the phonological loop which can store words for a
few seconds as well as rehearsal mechanisms for subvocally repeating syllables
[11], appear not only to be used in speech but similarly involved when maintaining a sequence of tones in memory [12]. Further studies of the interaction
between phonology and melody indicate that “vowels sing whereas consonants
speak” [13], meaning that vowels and melodic intervals may have similar functionalities related to the generative structure of syntax in language and music,
whereas consonants seem rather related to lexical distinction crucial for learning
words. Likewise the affective adjectives used as semantic markers in the proposed model appear to have neural correlates, as intonation cues processed in
the auditory cortices associated with the feelings of anger, sadness, relief or joy,
have been identified as distinct patterns of activation in recent fMRI brain imaging studies [14]. Within the music information retrieval community a number of
studies have similarly focused on retrieving the patterns in music underlying our
emotional responses, by mapping audio features into a space framed by valence
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and arousal. Either modeling emotion continuously as a time varying function of
spectral shape, pitch or rhythmic textures [15]. Or instead subtracting low level
audio features from segments of songs, that are grouped into clusters associated
with the basic emotions of happiness, calm, anger and sadness [16]. Similarly the
foundation for how lyrics shape melody has recently been explored in a number of
studies, detailing how lyrics influence rhythmical patterns [17], as well as finding
correlations between syllabic stress and melodic peaks [18]. While the approach
proposed in the present paper based on defining latent semantics based on term
vector distances within a structured representation of affective adjectives may
not previously have been implemented to model emotional context of media, a
similar approach has recently been applied in fMRI neuroimaging studies [19].
Here instead the distances measured were between nouns and verbs, used to
predict what patterns of voxels in the brain would be activated in response to
words belonging to different semantic categories. These brain imaging studies
were like in our approach inferred from the statistics of word co-occurrences in
a large natural language corpus, although in the fMRI study using a Google
data set containing one trillion n-gram counts of word sequences. While we in
this paper apply LSA based on tens of thousands of samples of both fiction and
non-fiction to find the underlying structure in the lyrics.

3

Emotional tensors

For our implementation of a simplified cognitive approach we project a selection
of lyrics into a semantic space using LSA, in order to define the cosine similarity
between individual lines of lyrics and each of the affective adjectives:
happy, funny, sexy
romantic, soft, mellow, cool
angry, aggressive
dark, melancholy, sad
These adjectives are not only frequently used as emotional tags for describing
music in social networks like last.fm [20], but also represent distinct points in
four quadrants dividing a continuous plane framed by the psychological dimensions of valence and arousal, as has earlier been demonstrated in psychological
experiments defining user rated affective values of words [21]. Hence the dimension valence describes how pleasant something is perceived, along an axis
going from positive to negative associated with words like ‘happy’ or ‘sad’, while
arousal captures the amount of involvement ranging from passive states like ‘mellow’ and ‘sad’ to active aspects of excitation as reflected in ‘angry’ or ‘funny’.
When projecting the lyrics into the semantic space, the outcome of the LSA are
second-order matrices, with rows consisting of the lines making up the lyrics,
and columns containing the cosine similarity values for the twelve affective adjectives. In essence the consecutive rows of lines making up the lyrics provide
a temporal dimension, whereas the saturation represented by the cells in the
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matrix define the loadings of the twelve dimensional emotional vectors. The underlying matrix of terms and documents providing the foundation for LSA is
based on a text corpus mixture of both fiction and non-fiction, consisting of
22829 terms found in 67380 contexts. These documents in turn consist of 500
word segments, made from 22072 literature and poetry samples of the Harvard
Classics, 15340 segments of Wikipedia music articles, and 29968 general news
items from the Reuters Corpus gathered over the period 1996-1997. Although
there is no straight forward mathematical foundation for determining the optimal number of principal components to be retained when reducing the original
term document matrix, other studies have demonstrated that LSA can attain
an understanding of word meanings comparable to the results achieved by nonnative english speakers taking a TOEFL ‘test of english as a foreign language’
[6]. An approach previously applied has therefore been to submit the LSA text
corpus to a TOEFL synonymy test in order to compare the term vector distances
between similar words in the vector space, while varying the number of dimensions until an optimal percentage of correct answers are returned. For our LSA
configuration the best fit corresponding to 71,25% correctly identified synonyms
is realized when reducing the matrix to 125 factors, providing a result above the
64.5 % average achieved by non-native college applicants, as well as the 64.5 %
correct answers previously reported for LSA spaces [6].
Having previously established a measure of ground-truth, by comparing LSA
emotional topics derived from 24798 lyrics against user-defined tags describing
the corresponding songs at last.fm and finding correlations between ‘happy-sad’
emotions, as well as aspects defining ‘soft, cool’ and ‘dark’ textures [22-23],
we in this article go beyond the initial second-order analysis. And subsequently
apply a three-way factor analysis using a Tucker model [24], to derive similarities
in emotional patterns over time in 50.274 lyrics selected from LyricWiki . To
enable a comparison of the lyrics independent of their length the LSA matrices
are resampled to a fixed length of 32 time points, corresponding to the average
number of lines in the analyzed songs. Decomposing the selection of second-order
LSA derived emotions over time matrices into a three dimensional tensor:

xijk ≈ G × A × B × C =
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makes it possible to assess the strengths by which the vector loadings of the time
and emotions matrices interact over a large number of songs. Here the G core
array is positive and defines the strength by which the JN columns or vector
loadings of the AT ime×L (≥ 0), BEmotions×M (unconstrained), and CSongs×N (≥
0) matrices interact. Or in other words, the model will relate all potential linear
interactions between vectors representing the three modes. And the variables
L, M and N correspond to the number of components or columns in the factor
matrices A, B and C, which could in turn be interpreted as principal components
in each of the three modes [25].
To assure that the model retains only the minimal number of components
necessary for representing the data, the Tucker tensor decomposition is fitted
using a sparse regression algorithm to prune excess components. A hierarchical
Bayesian automatic relevance determination ARD approach is applied to determine the amount of sparsity imposed on the core array as well as the loadings.
Enabling that the relevance of different features can be determined based on hyperparameters, which define a range of variation for the underlying parameters.
And to provide a sparse representation, these parameters are modeled as the
width of exponential and Laplace prior distributions, which are non-negativity
constrained and unconstrained respectively assigned to the loadings and core for full details on the method please see [26]. For this implementation of the
algorithm a signal to noise ratio of 0 dB was chosen, meaning that we do not
assume a higher ratio of signal than noise to be present when applying the sparse
Bayesian algorithm. In order to optimize the likelihood function, the combined
Tucker and Bayesian ARD approach was applied ten times to the LSA matrices,
and the decomposition achieving the highest logarithmic probability value based
on 1000 iterations was selected to provide the best representation of the data.

4

Results

Starting out with ten components in each of the three modes of the Tucker tensor decomposition, representing emotions over time across fifty thousand songs,
the number of excess components are gradually pruned by the Bayesian ARD
algorithm until only significant interactions between emotions over time across
thousands of songs remain. These are represented in the core arrays, related
to two time-series components highlighted as dramatic curvatures in blue and
green respectively. The two core arrays, where black signifies zero and white the
highest correlation value, define in turn the interaction between the respective
time-series components and nine retrieved mixtures of emotional topics that appear within five clusters of songs (Fig.??.) However, even though nine emotional
topic groups and five clusters of songs are found to be interacting with the timeseries components, the sparsity implied on the core array allows us to identify
the components which are most significantly correlated across the three modes.
In the first core array, associated with the time-series curvature highlighted in
blue (Fig.??), the outlined saturated squares indicate that primarily the second
(‘soft’) and sixth (‘happy-sad’) emotional topics are the ones most strongly cor-
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Fig. 1. Time-series components representing the variability of emotional
load in lyrics derived from a Tucker 3-way tensor decomposition of emotions over
time matrices compared across 50.000 songs, using a sparse hierarchical Bayesian ARD
automatic relevance determination approach to prune excess components and identify
the most significant interactions among components from the three modes. The most
saturated light gradients in the core arrays indicate which of the vertically plotted emotional topics are most strongly correlated with the dramatic curvatures for time-series
components 1 and 2, highlighted in blue and green respectively, and interacting with
the five clusters of song groups mapped horizontally.
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Fig. 2. First core array emotion topics constituted by mixtures of affective adjectives, where the groups 2 (‘soft’), 4 (‘dark’) and 6 (‘happy-sad’) are most significantly
correlated with the first time series component corresponding to the dramatic curvature
highlighted in blue (Fig.??).
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Fig. 3. Second core array emotion topics constituted by the mixtures of affective adjectives, where the groups 2 (‘soft’), 3 and 4 (‘dark’), 6 (‘happy-sad’), 7 (‘sexy,
romantic, soft, cool, melancholy’) and 8 (‘funny-angry’) are most significantly correlated with the second time series component corresponding to the dramatic curvature
highlighted in green (Fig.??).

related with the first time-series component and most significantly found to be
represented within the first group of songs. Whereas in the second group of songs
the fourth (‘dark’) and to a lesser degree the not outlined eighth (‘funny-angry’)
group of emotional topics are interacting with the first time-series component
(Fig.??).
In the second core array, associated with the green time-series curvature
(Fig.??), the seventh emotional topic (‘sexy, romantic, soft, cool, melancholy’)
comes out as the mixture of affective adjectives most strongly interacting with
the second time-series component. The other less strongly saturated emotional
topics are a combination of the second (‘soft’), third and fourth (‘dark’) plus
the eighth (‘funny-angry’) components. The eighth topic also appears in the
first core array while here it interacts with the second time-series component
represented in the third group of songs. And similarly the previously encountered
sixth (‘happy-sad’) juxtaposition of emotions are here found to be represented
within the second cluster of songs (Fig.??).
Looking into samples of tracks maximally reflecting the load of emotional
topics defining the first group of songs (Fig.??), here taking the Bon Jovi song
“Not fade away” as an example, the sixth emotional component can clearly be
made out (Fig.??). Correlated with the first time-series component this emotional topic is characterized by ‘happy’ activations that appear synchronized
with ‘sad’ aspects sustained throughout the song in row 1 and 12 of the matrix, and culminating with an activation of ‘soft-dark’ textures at the very end.
Also in The Mission’s rendering of “Love” (Fig.??), the lyrics strongly trigger
the simultaneous juxtaposition of ‘happy-sad’ contrasts, coupled with additional
‘romantic-soft’ components while being devoid of any ‘angry’ aspects.
Taking two of the top tracks most representative of the second group of
songs as examples, Nirvana’s “Love Buzz” and the Therapy? song “Stay Happy”
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Fig. 4. Samples from the first group of songs, exemplified by the lyrics of the Bon
Jovi’s “Not fade away” (left), and The Mission’s rendering of‘ “Love” (right).
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Fig. 5. Samples from the second group of songs, exemplified by the lyrics of Nirvana’s
“Love Buzz” (left), and the Therapy? song “Stay Happy” (right).
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Fig. 6. Samples from the third group of songs, exemplified by the lyrics in The Sex
Pistols’ rendering of “No Fun” (left), and the Michael Jackson song “Jam” (right).
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(Fig.??) both again reflect the simultaneous coupling of ‘happy-sad’ contrasts
as found in the sixth emotion topic when correlated with the second time-series
component. Although here appearing less sustained throughout the lyrics of
“Love Buzz” which might also reflect the less significant saturation of the sixth
emotion topic in the second core array (Fig.??). While in “Stay Happy” the
‘happy-sad’ contrasts are now strongly biased towards the top and most other
emotions appear deactivated in the matrix
In the third group of songs, exemplified by two more problematic lyrics:
the The Sex Pistols’ version of “No Fun” and the Michael Jackson song “Jam”
(Fig.??), the overall affective weighting of the matrices are strongly influenced
by the eighth emotional topic capturing ‘funny-angry’ aspects in the lyrics, correlated with the second time-series component (Fig.??). However in the case of
“No Fun” where the lyrics heavily trigger ‘funny’ despite the song lamenting the
prospect of being alone, the lack of sequential syntactic order here highlights the
challenge of retrieving the underlying meaning using a bag of words approach
only. Whereas the frustration in the lyrics might come across more easily based
on an activation of ‘angry’ aspects. Similarly the Michael Jackson song “Jam”
could hardly be considered particularly ‘funny’ despite the strong triggering of
these emotions based on the lyrics. Whereas the complementary ‘cool’ emotions
triggered in the matrix seem more apt at capturing the atmosphere in the song.
While also here the energetic aspects of the lyrics are much better channeled out
through the ‘angry’ aspects.

HAPPY
FUNNY
SEXY
ROMANTIC
SOFT
MELLOW
COOL
ANGRY
AGGRESSIVE
DARK
MELANCHOLY
SAD

Fig. 7. Samples from the fourth group of songs, exemplified by the lyrics in Bo Didley’s
rendering of “Diddley Daddy” (left), and the Lou Reed song “The Blue Mask Women”
(right).
.

The fourth cluster of songs correlated with the second time-series components is mainly representing the characteristics of the seventh emotional topic
(Fig.??), which captures more ‘romantic-soft’ aspects visible in the saturated
rows 5 and 6 in the matrix plots of Bo Didley’s lyrics of “Diddley Daddy” and
the Lou Reed song “The Blue Mask Women” (Fig.??). Even though the seventh
emotional topic stands out clearly in the core array associated with the second
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time-series component (Fig.??), the lyrics in this cluster of songs also strongly
trigger the‘happy-sad’ contrasts, making this emotional topic appear more like
a complementary texture than a principal emotional component.

HAPPY
FUNNY
SEXY
ROMANTIC
SOFT
MELLOW
COOL
ANGRY
AGGRESSIVE
DARK
MELANCHOLY
SAD

Fig. 8. Samples from the fifth group of songs, exemplified by the lyrics of The Doors’
“End of the night” (left), and the Yeah Yeah Yeahs’ song “Hello Tomorrow” (right).

The characteristics of the fifth cluster of songs appears to concatenate the
interactions among the second, third and fourth emotional topics related to both
of the time-series components. Or in other words, even though these emotional
topics seem less saturated in the two core arrays (Fig.??), the combined effect
appears distinctly in the fifth group of songs, as exemplified by the lyrics of The
Doors’ “End of the night” and the Yeah Yeah Yeahs’ song “Hello Tomorrow”
(Fig.??). As in both of these examples, the lyrics most representative of this
cluster of songs are in general characterized by a strong activation of ‘soft-dark’
aspects, while any other emotions appear subdued in the matrices. Meaning,
that the emotional topics representing ‘soft-dark’ aspects seem to capture textures that can metaphorically be interpreted as feelings. And together with the
previously identified ‘happy-sad’ and ‘funny-angry’ mixtures of affective adjectives these textural elements appear to constitute principal components defining
the structure of the lyrics.
Overall the significance of the affective mixtures that contrasts ‘happy’ against
‘sad’, as represented by the sixth emotional topic correlated with both the first
and second time-series components, might reflect earlier findings that roughly
half of the variance in emotional words can be captured by a ‘happy-sad’ principal component [27]. It might also be interpreted in the way that the positive
elements of ‘happy’ which in terms of valence are contrasted against the negative
feelings of ‘sad’, here mainly constitute passive aspects of arousal. Whereas the
more energetic aspects of arousal seem rather to be represented by the emotional
mixture of ‘funny-angry’ corresponding to the eighth emotional topic correlated
with the second time-series component. So, these two pairs of contrasts might be
interpreted as representative of the two principal dimensions framing a psychological space. And together the emotional topics could be understood to capture
the dimensions of valence and arousal, and thus function as affective building
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blocks for generating the time-series dramatic curvatures in songs. Also the identified ‘soft’, ‘cool’ or ‘dark’ textures identified in the lyrics appear salient as they
might not only be understood as abstract concepts, but in a larger context reflect
somatosensori aspects of touch or timbre which are metaphorically mapped onto
feelings, as has been documented based on cognitive semantics [28] as well as
extensive neuroscientific evidence [2]. Taking into consideration that the interaction between lyrics and melody might reflect more general aspects of multi-modal
processing, and knowing that language builds on the very same sensory-motor
mechanisms in the brain, one might interpret the LSA patterns of emotions over
time as capturing the various modalities of sound and somatosensory inputs
together in a semantic conceptual structure [4].

5

Conclusion

Having previously established a measure of ground-truth based on correlations
between LSA derived emotions and user-defined tags describing the corresponding songs at last.fm, we aimed to probe whether we could identify emotional
topics and time-series curvatures that in general constitute affective components
in lyrics. Applying a Tucker three-dimensional tensor decomposition combined
with a hierarchical Bayesian automatic relevance determination approach we
compared the LSA derived emotions over time matrices across 50.274 lyrics.
Our findings indicate that two time-series components or dramatic curvatures
characterize the shape of the lyrics in our sample. And that three mixtures of
affective adjectives appear to capture the emotional topics, based on ‘happysad’ and ‘funny-angry’ contrasts combined with ‘soft-dark’ textures. The first
time-series component is a descending curve reflecting a decreasing emotional
load over the duration of the song, associated with a combination of primarily
‘happy-sad’ contrasts of valence. While the second time-series component is a
curve that builds up to form an ascending line culminating at the very end of
the song based on either mainly ‘happy-sad’ contrasts or combined with more
aroused and energetic aspects reflected in a ‘funny-angry’ topic. The pairwise
contrasting elements of affective components appear to represent statistically
significant elements that might function as emotional building blocks for generating sequential patterns in songs. And these pairs of contrasts seem in turn
correlated with the identified two time-series components, that could represent
underlying dramatic structures generally found in lyrics. Meaning that the contrasts of ‘happy-sad’ or ‘funny-angry’ as well as the identified ‘soft’, ‘cool’ or
‘dark’ textures might be interpreted as not only principal emotional components
that top-down constrain the latent semantics according to the neurophysiological dimensions of valence and arousal. But in a wider context that the emotional
topics trigger our conscious responses to traces in memories capturing pleasure
and pain of past experiences, that we as feelings conceptualize as bodily states
when unwinding the phrases of words making up the lyrics.
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Abstract. In order to enrich music information retrieval applications
with information about a user’s listening habits, it is possible to automatically record a large variety of information about the listening context. However, recording such information may violate the user’s privacy.
This paper presents and discusses the results of a survey that has been
conducted to assess the acceptance of listening context logging.

1

Introduction

Information about a user’s listening habits may be very valuable in order to
build personalized applications in music information retrieval (MIR). E.g., several studies [7,1,9,4] indicate that there might be meaningful user-specific genres
emerging from usage patterns that people consciously or unconsciously use when
they access music collections or describe music. Such “idiosyncratic genres” [7]
might be a valuable extension or even a replacement for – long discussed but
not yet agreed upon – objective genre classification schemes. Personalizing not
only the process of genre classification but also the classes (i.e. the genres) used
could lead to a higher degree of personalization and user satisfaction. Alternatively, information about the usage context can be used directly to browse a
music collection or to enrich a similarity-based structuring as orientation aid or
as separate content-describing facet.
In previous work [8], we motivated and demonstrated how widely available
environmental data can be exploited to allow organization, structuring and exploration of music collections by personal listening contexts. We described a
logging plug-in for music players that automatically records data about the listening context and discuss possible extensions for more sophisticated context
logging. Based on data collected in a small user experiment, we showed how
data mining techniques can be applied to reveal common usage patterns. This
data could finally be used by a prototype user interface based on elastic lists
for browsing by listening context. A variety of possibilities for automatic context logging was proposed. However, for most of them privacy appears to be the
most important issue as more sophisticated methods come closer to surveillance.
So the question is not, what is technically possible but how much information
about his activities a user is willing to share.
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The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we present the different options for automatic context logging addressed in this survey. Section 3 briefly
describes the survey design and the context. Results of the survey are presented
in Section 4. In Section 5 we investigate possible correlations between the background of the participants and their acceptance of context logging. Finally, Section 6 concludes our work.

2

Automatic Context Logging

According to the definition by Dey [2], any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of a person, place or object of consideration makes up
its context. He differentiates four types of primary context: location, identity,
time, and activity [3]. The activity is especially important because it is closely
related to the idiosyncratic genres identified in [7]. Moreover, knowledge about
the user’s current activity might enable a more sophisticated modellng of the
listening context with regard to the listening modes defined in [5].
The following options for automatic context logging were addressed:
– Music metadata
Together with a timestamp, this is the minimal information required to build
a user’s listening profile. It usually comprises the title, artist, album of a song.
In the music information retrieval domain, there exists already a variety of
systems that capture time, (user) identity and location, e.g. the Audioscrobbler 1 plug-in of the music community website last.fm 2 . Similarly, iTunes
Genius sends information about a user’s music collection and playlists to
a central server. This information is then used to generate Genius playlists
through collaborative filtering.
– Ambient noise
Most devices that are capable of playing music have also a built-in microphone. This could be used to record short snippets (1 or 2 seconds) of the
environmental soundscape in the gap between two consecutive songs. (Alternatively, signal processing methods could be applied to remove the known
music signal from the recorded one. This way, information could even be
collected when music is playing.) From the resulting sound snippets, noise
profiles could be generated that have enough information to classify the
soundscape into general categories like “silence”, “people talking”, “nature
sounds”, “traffic sounds” or “party” thus giving valuable information about
location and activity. Using noise profiles instead of the actual recording
would further not allow sensible information to be extracted.
– GPS position
Many mobile devices nowadays have a GPS receiver. Periodically recording
the position would provide valuable information about the location. Together
with the inferred speed of travel this could be linked with specific activities
or travel.
1
2

http://www.audioscrobbler.net/
http://last.fm/
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– Keyboard and mouse events per minute
Assuming the listener is using a computer, further possibilities arise. Detecting whether and how much the mouse and keyboard are used in a sliding
time window yields evidence about the user’s activity. For instance, low keyboard and mouse activity may indicate reading or browsing whereas high
keyboard activity may refer to writing a text or programming. It might not
even be necessary to derive such higher level activity description. The low
level information might be already sufficient to distinguish activity contexts.
Note that no information about the actual keys would be recorded such that
it would be impossible to reconstruct the data that was entered.
– Currently running applications
Together with the previous this is probably the best source of information
about the listener’s current activity if a computer is used but also comes close
to surveillance. Through a client-side tracking software, it could be periodically logged which applications are currently running and which application
has the focus. The social networking website wakoopa 3 already uses such a
technique to monitor which programs and web application are used by its
members and build profiles.
– Facial expression
Many notebooks and mobile phones have a built-in webcam. With such a
camera, the facial expression of the user could be classified periodically using
e.g. image processing methods applied in the context of human- computer
interaction [6]. Note that only the classifications and no actual images need
to be logged.
– Bio-information
Listening context information can also comprise direct information about the
user’s current condition. For instance, the adaptive system for playlist generation called PAPA (Physiology and Purpose-Aware Automatic Playlist Generation) [10] as well as the already commercially available BODiBEAT music
player4 uses sensors that measure certain bio-signals (such as the pulse) of
the user as immediate feedback for the music currently played. This information is then used to learn which characteristics of music have a certain
effect on the user. Based on this continuously adapting model playlists for
certain purposes can be created. Alternatively, the sensor information could
be used to derive listening contexts.
– Ambient light
Recently, some notebooks are equipped with illuminance sensors to adapt the
display brightness. Data from such sensors could be exploited, too. Whilst
this might provide only little information about the listening context, logging
this would result in almost no interference with the listener’s privacy.
– Status
There exists a variety of applications that allow a user to set his current
status: instant messenger applications come with predefined states such as
3
4

http://wakoopa.com/
http://www.yamaha.com/bodibeat/
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“online”, “away” or “occupied ” and the option to specify an additional custom status message. Further, many social networking websites or micro-blogs
such as twitter 5 allow their members to specify what they are currently doing. Depending on how much effort a user puts into updating the status
as a measure of communication, this information may be very valuable to
describe the listening context.
Except for the bio-information, all data could be gathered at low costs by
using only built-in hardware. Further, it can be measured without distracting the
user from his current activity. Clearly this is an advantage over simply asking
the user, what he is currently doing. (The latter would require a user action
without a directly recognizable benefit so that there is hardly any motivation
for the user to cooperate.)

3

Survey Design and Context

The design of the survey emerged from pre-surveys with a small number of
participants. The original key question targeted MIR applications in general but
was considered as too abstract. It had to be rephrased so that it described a
scenario that participants not familiar with the MIR domain could easily grasp.
Therefore, the chosen motivation was to learn personalized genres for sorting a
personal music collection:
Current music players allow to sort music according to genres. Unfortunately, genres are often either too general (e.g. rock/pop) or far too
specific (e.g. ”scottish lo-fi post-rock” for the band ”Mogwai”) such that
they are not very helpful for sorting. An alternative is currently investigated within the AUCOMA6 project of the DKE research group: It
might be possible to learn individual ”genres” that reflect a user’s listening habits (e.g. ”breakfast music”, ”car driving music”, ”party music”). These could be used to structure the music collection according
to individual listening habits. For the identification of different listening
situations, the player could record a variety of information.
BUT: Recording such information may violate your privacy! Therefore,
please tell us what information your music player may record about you!
The survey contained 8 questions that can be categorized into 4 topics, each
presented in detail with the results in a respective subsection of Section 4:
1. Demographic information comprising, gender, age and country of residence.
2. General relation to music.
3. Use of (web-) applications that collect, access and expose to some extend
private data of their users.
4. Acceptance of logging information about the listening context.
5
6

http://twitter.com/
http://www.dke-research.de/aucoma
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Table 1. Countries with more than 5 participants in the survey.
Country
Number of Participants Percentage
Germany
323
70.07%
USA
24
5.21%
Austria
14
3.04%
France
10
2.17%
Turkey
7
1.52%
Switzerland
6
1.30%
Spain
5
1.08%

The last topic represents the main question of the survey whereas the others
were added to be able to estimate a possible bias of the participants. Further,
correlations between the background of the participants (especially in relation
to music) were expected that could be identified.
The survey was conducted in two parts: Between March 3rd and March 8th,
2009 a paper questionnaire in German was filled out by 156 fare visitors of the
German CeBIT 2009 fare. Based on this questionnaire, an online questionnaire
was designed afterwards to extend the scope of the survey. It was open to the
public from March 16th until June 15th, 2009. The questions of the online questionnaire were identical to those of the paper version. However, the questions
were split across multiple (screen-) pages and an English translation was added
for international participants. 305 persons filled out the online questionnaire
resulting in 461 participants in total.

4
4.1

Survey Results
Demographic background of the participants

From the 461 participants of the survey, 101 (i.e. 21.9%) were female and 354
(i.e. 76.8%) were male. 6 persons did not answer this question. The average age
was 29.25 with a standard deviation of 10. Table 1 shows the countries with more
than 5 participants in the survey. In total, persons from 34 countries participated
where 4 persons did not state their country of residence.
The majority of the participants was from Germany. This is primarily due
to the fact that part of the survey was conducted amongst visitors of the German CeBIT fare. Further, the survey was advertised at the Otto-von-GuerickeUniversity. Thus, it can be assumed that there are many German students
amongst the participants. Most of the international participants were probably
be informed about the survey by the announcements posted on popular MIR
mailing list such as the music-ir list maintained by IRCAM.
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66%

I use a mobile music player.
20%

I am professionally involved with music.

40%

I make music.

70%

I have a large music collection.
53%

I am very picky about the music I listen to.
38%

I mostly listen to (internet-) radio stations.
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Fig. 1. Statements selected that describe the person’s general relation to music.
no answer

rarely

permanently

occasionally
regularly

frequently

Fig. 2. Answers for the question: How frequently do you listen to music?

4.2

General relation to music

6 statements were given that described a person’s general relation to music. The
participants were ask to check all of these that were applicable to themselves.
Figure 1 shows the statements and how often each one was checked.
Further, the participants were asked, how frequently they listen to music.
The possible answers for this question were deliberately formulated in a fuzzy
way as participants of a pre-survey found this less complicated. The distribution
of the answers is shown in Figure 2.
4.3

Use of (web-) applications that collect, access and expose to
some extend private data of their users

For 10 categories, one or two popular representatives were chosen exemplarily
and depicted by their logos:
1. last.fm - a music community website, that builds a detailed profile of each
user’s musical taste by recording details of all the songs the user listens to
via a plugin installed into the user’s music player.
2. flickr – an image and video community website that allows users to share
personal photographs.
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facebook / StudiVZ
Gmail
last.fm
LinkedIn / XING
flickr
Google Docs
wordpress / blogger
delicious
twitter
wakoopa
0%

10%

20%

yes, frequently

30%

40%

yes, occasionally

50%

unknown

60%

no

70%

80%

90%

100%

no answer

Fig. 3. Answers to the question: Do you use the following (or comparable) applications?

3. delicious – a social bookmarking website for storing, sharing, and discovering
web bookmarks.
4. wakoopa – a social networking website that monitors which programs and
web application are used by its members through a client-side tracking software.
5. wordpress / blogger – two popular blog publishing services.
6. twitter – a micro-blogging service that enables its users to send and read
short text-based messages of up to 140 characters.
7. LinkedIn / XING – two business-oriented social networking websites mainly
used for professional networking.
8. facebook / studiVZ – two networking websites, the latter being rather popular
amongst german-speaking students.
9. Gmail / Google Mail – a webmail service.
10. Google Docs - a web-based word processor, spreadsheet, presentation, and
form application.
Participants were asked whether and how often they use each of these 10 applications. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the answers for the different applications.
For better readability, the applications were sorted by decreasing number of users
(i.e. participants that answered either “yes, frequently” or “yes, occasionally”).
4.4

Acceptance of logging information about the listening context

Here, answers were mandatory in contrast to the preceding questions as this was
the key point of the survey. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the answers for
this question sorted by the decreasing number of persons that answered “yes
(unconditionally)”. Furthermore, there was the possibility to leave a comment,
if for some case the answer was “maybe” or “no”.
Clearly, logging the music metadata is the variant with the highest acceptance. Given that about 34% of the participants use last.fm, an unconditional
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music metadata
ambient light
mouse & keyboard
ambient noise
twitter / IM status
applications in use
facial expression
bio signals
GPS position
0%

10%

yes (unconditionally)

20%

30%

40%

yes, but only on my device

50%

60%

70%

yes, but only anonymized

80%

90%

maybe

100%

no

Fig. 4. Answers for the question: Would you allow your music player (as software
or as a self-contained device) to log the following information in order to enable
it to learn personalized genres for sorting your music collection? (It is assumed,
that you can pause the logging anytime you find it inappropriate.)

acceptance a little less than 34% is not surprising. It is a surprise that less than
15% would allow logging of the ambient light – supposedly the least sensible information of all. Logging mouse and keyboard events per minute, ambient noise
or the status via twitter or instant messaging have medium acceptance. For the
latter option, a much higher acceptance was anticipated given that the twitter
and instant messaging status is by default visible to anyone and thus not an
information that people tend to keep private. On the other end of the spectrum,
logging the GPS position is the least popular option. Surprisingly, it is even
slightly less accepted than logging bio signal which is definitely most obtrusive.
Taking additionally into account the conditional acceptance (i.e. either local or
anonymized logging), the participants would rather agree with logging of bio
signals than facial expression or applications in use.
In the comments, many participants state that they are concerned about
their privacy. Some are against any kind of data collection whereas others do
not intend to log data unless they are convinced of the benefit, i.e. an actual
improvement of the MIR system. Some even expressed their doubts that such
context information could actually be relevant to learn personalized genres. On
the other hand, there is fear that users could be patronized by their “intelligent
music-player” and would no longer be in control of the music selection. Another
fear is that the collected information could be used for marketing purposes. A
few participants remark that the additional logging functions would require more
storage and processing power or that the development in the end would increase
the costs for the hard- or software. Furthermore, some wrote that they would
be worried that data once recorded could leak out of the system, e.g. if someone
hacked the server or even their computer.
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Analysis of factors that influence the decision

While the findings presented so far allow us to create a coarse picture of the
idiosyncrasies of the survey participants, we are now going to address possible
dependencies in greater detail. Broadly speaking, we will present how the acceptance of the amount of context logging varies under certain conditions such
as gender, age and other attributes specified in the survey. For this the possible
answers to the 9 different logging options discussed in Section 2 were assigned
weights from 0 to 2 in the following way: Unconditionally accepting the logging
was weighted by a factor of 2. Acceptance of local context information storage on
the user’s device got assigned the weight 1 while both the claim for anonymized
storage and the indecisiveness (indicated by a “maybe” answer) amounted 0.5 to
the score. Finally, a “no” led to zero weight. A new “logging” attribute was introduced by summing up the respective weights of all 9 possible logging contexts
(yielding scores between 0 and 18) and subsequently binning it into 6 equidistant
groups which served as indicators for the general acceptance to logging context
information.
In the remainder of this section we will investigate some selected conditional
distributions of this new logging attribute. We explain the applied visualization
along with the answer to the question how the logging acceptance varies among
the country of residence of the respective survey participant. Figure 5 depicts
a sequence of stacked bar charts, one for each distinct condition instance, here:
country of residence. Every bar chart represents the relative frequency of the
values of the logging attribute, starting with the lowest acceptance at the bottom
and increasing acceptance vertically. The widths of the bar charts correspond to
the probability of the condition instance itself. Since the majority of participants
were Germans, the majority of 70% from Table 1 is reflected by the broad column
in the left of Figure 5. It is interesting to see that the next smaller population
(USA) has considerable fewer reservations against collecting context information
as can be seen by the respective column 195 which shows a large portion of
participants that belong the highest acceptance group.
Figure 6 shows the logging acceptance distribution conditioned on both gender and age group. The majority of survey participants depicted by the third
bar chart were male persons between 20 and 30 years old. It was unexpected
that this subgroup showed a lesser affinity to context logging in general than
the next older subgroup represented by the first bar chart in the row. Another
noteworthy subgroup comprises the persons under 20 years of age. First, they
show the most drastic difference in the distribution when further conditioned
on gender. And second, this subgroup seems to be quite reluctant to context
logging as there is no participant that belongs to the highest acceptance group.
This is insofar interesting as we anticipated a rather airy handling of private
information.
The distribution shown in Figure 7 shows the result of investigating the
personal relation to music (refer to Section 4.2 and Figure 1) with respect to the
logging acceptance. For this we aggregated the six different attributes into one
quantifying the overall affinity to music. This new attribute has six values with
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Fig. 5. Distributions of logging acceptance given the country of residence.
Brighter areas belong to higher acceptance.

Fig. 6. Distributions of logging acceptance given the age group and gender of
the survey participant. Brighter areas belong to higher acceptance.
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Fig. 7. Distributions of logging acceptance given the strength of affinity towards
music. Brighter areas belong to higher acceptance.

0 representing no relation of music at all and 6 denoting strongest relation (by
having ticked all possible relations in the survey). Here, no significantly differing
subgroups could be identified, neither for the aggregated affinity to music nor
for the individual relations.
The remaining question to be answered was how the involvement and participation in the several web applications and online communities (refer to Section 4.3) influences the logging acceptance. To assess the overall involvement we
again aggregated the respective attributes into a new one with a domain of four
possible values: “low” if the participant used up to 2 web applications, “medium”
if he used 3 or 4, “high” if he used 5 or 6 and “very high” of he used more than
6. Brighter segments in the chart of Figure 8 correspond to a higher usage. One
can clearly observe a correlation between the level of logging acceptance and the
intensity of using online communities and web applications, respectively: The
more a participant was involved into online communities (and thus: the more
he was used to give away personal information), the higher the acceptance of
logging.

6

Conclusions

As expected, privacy is an important issue for most of the participants. For
many participants of the survey the sophisticated logging methods addressed
come close to surveillance. Thus users must be fully informed about the extend
of the logged data and in full control of whether they want this data to be
logged or not. Many participants are skeptical and first need to be convinced of
the benefits from providing their context information. Furthermore, even if the
logged context information proves to be indeed useful for MIR applications, the
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Fig. 8. Distributions of logging acceptance given the usage intensity of online
communities and web applications. Brighter areas belong to higher acceptance.

users still want to be in full control of the music selection. This is an important
guideline for developing future personalized MIR applications.
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Abstract. This review article presents the state-of-the-art in contextbased music similarity estimation. It gives an overview of different sources
of context-based data on music entities and summarizes various approaches for constructing similarity measures based on the collaborative
or cultural knowledge that is incorporated in these data sources. The
strength of such context-based measures is elaborated as well as their
drawbacks discussed.

1

Motivation

Assessing the similarity of music, musical artists, or musical styles is a non-trivial
(one may even say ill-defined or impossible) task. Obviously, there is no explicit
definition of what makes two musical entities similar. Is it the melody, the instrumentation, the tempo, or the fact that two artists share certain political views?
Answering this question is definitely beyond the scope of this paper, but it is
clear that human perception of music similarity depends on several factors – not
all of them strongly related to musical properties. Hence, when trying to model
music similarity algorithmically, the cultural context should not be neglected.
This paper tries to give an overview on current methods that aim at capturing
some of these cultural aspects of similarity from a variety of different sources.
In the beginnings of music information retrieval (MIR), research on music similarity and related concepts has been focusing on taking into account the symbolic
representation of a piece of music, usually given as a MIDI file. As computing
power and storage capacities increased, it became feasible to apply and refine
signal processing techniques in order to capture certain aspects of a given audio
signal, e.g., the rhythmical structure, the aggressiveness, or the timbral shape
of a piece of music (for a comprehensive overview of such content-based music
information extraction techniques see, e.g., [13]).
In the early 2000s, context-based sources1 started to be considered an alternative
1

Although only fuzzily defined in the literature, where the terms “cultural features”,
“community metadata”, and “context-based feature” are commonly used interchangeably, in this paper, we will solely use the term “context-based features” to
denote (derived) information on a music entity which is not encoded in some way in
the audio file itself, but rather originates from external sources.
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for retrieving information on music [26]. Since then, context-based approaches
have proven to be very useful for manifold application areas. Context-based information permits, for example, enriching music players with meta-information [56],
automatic tagging of artists [18], automatic biography generation [1], or developing user interfaces to browse music collections by more sophisticated means than
the textual browsing facilities (in an artist - album - track hierarchy) traditionally offered [51, 35]. In this paper, we will focus on the use on context-based
features for defining similarity measures between artists and tracks. Music similarity measures can be used, for example, to create relationship networks [12], for
automatic playlist generation [6, 52], or to build music recommender systems [15,
64] or music search engines [34]. Furthermore, content-based and context-based
features can be beneficially combined in order to ameliorate common MIR tasks,
for example, accelerate the creation of playlists [33] or improve the quality of
classification according to certain metadata categories like genre, instrument,
mood, or listening situation [7].
In the remainder of this paper, we review approaches from the literature that
estimate similarity of musical entities from a diversified set of potential sources
– from radio station playlists to P2P usage statistics to song lyrics. We describe how these sources are mined in order to construct meaningful features
and how these features are then used to create similarity measures. We also
try to estimate potential and capabilities of the presented approaches based on
the reported evaluations. However, a direct comparison of their performances is
not possible, since evaluation strategies and datasets differ largely. Eventually,
Section 3 summarizes this work and gives an outlook to possible directions for
further research on context-based music information extraction and similarity
calculation.

2

Approaches to Context-based Similarity Estimation

In the following, an overview of different context-based approaches to derive
music similarity information is given. The approaches found in the literature
are categorized by the data source they make use of. A short summary of each
method, of the authors’ main findings, and of the evaluation results where possible is given.
2.1

Playlists

One of the first approaches to derive similarity information based on the context
of a music entity can be found in [49], where radio station playlists (extracted
from a French radio station) and compilation CD databases (using CDDB 2 )
are exploited to extract co-occurrences between tracks and between artists. The
2

CDDB is a Web-based album identification service that returns, for a given unique
disc identifier, metadata like artist and album name, tracklist, or release year. This
service is offered in a commercial version operated by Gracenote [25] as well as in
an open source implementation named freeDB [23].
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authors count the number of co-occurrences of two artists (or pieces of music)
Ai and Aj on the radio station playlists and compilation CDs. They define the
co-occurrence of an entity Ai to itself as the number of occurrences of Ti in the
considered corpus. Accounting for different frequencies, i.e., popularity of a song
or an artist, is performed by normalizing the co-occurrences. Further, assuming
that co-occurrence is a symmetric function, the complete co-occurrence-based
similarity measure used by the authors is given in Equation 1.


1 cooc(Ai , Aj )
cooc(Aj , Ai )
+
(1)
simpl cooc (Ai , Aj ) = ·
2
cooc(Ai , Ai )
cooc(Aj , Aj )
However, this similarity measure cannot capture indirect links that an entity
may have with others. In order to capture such indirect links, the complete cooccurrence vectors of two entities A1 and A2 (i.e., a vector that gives, for a
specific entity, the co-occurrence count with all other entities in the corpus) are
considered and their statistical correlation is computed, cf. Equation 2.
simpl corr (Ai , Aj ) = p

Cov(Ai , Aj )
Cov(Ai , Ai ) · Cov(Aj , Aj )

(2)

These co-occurrence and correlation functions are used as similarity measures
on the track level and on the artist level. Pachet et al. evaluated them on rather
small data sets (a set of 12 tracks and a set of 100 artists) using similarity judgments by music experts from Sony Music as ground truth. The main finding
was that artists or tracks that appear consecutively in radio station playlists or
on CD samplers indeed show a high similarity. The co-occurrence function generally performed better than the correlation function (70%–76% vs. 53%-59%
agreement with ground truth).
Another work that uses playlists in the context of music similarity estimation is
[12]. Cano and Koppenberger created a similarity network via extracting playlist
co-occurrences of more than 48,000 artists retrieved from Art of the Mix [5] in
early 2003. Art of the Mix is a Web service that allows users to upload and share
their mixed tapes or playlists. The authors analyzed a total of more than 29,000
playlists. They subsequently created a similarity network where a connection
between two artists has been made if they co-occured in a playlist.
The paper reveals some interesting properties of the artist similarity network
under consideration. First, each artist is only connected with a small number of
other artists. Thus, we can infer that a similarity measure constructed of such
data would only capture (strong) positive similarity between two artists. In spite
of this sparsity, the network showed one large cluster of nodes connecting more
than 99% of the artists. Furthermore, the average shortest path between two
artists is remarkably small (3.8). So is the clustering coefficient that estimates
the probability of indirect links, i.e., the probability that two neighboring artists
of a given one are connected themselves. Thus, given that artist A1 is similar to
A2 and to A3 , the probability for A2 and A3 being similar is quite small (0.1).
Analyzing the average degree of a node showed that each artist was on average
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connected to 12.5 other artists. Since the paper focuses on the network properties, the authors did not perform any other evaluation.
A more recent paper that exploits playlists to derive artist similarity information is [9], where Baccigalupo et al. analyzed co-occurrences of artists in playlists
shared by members of a Web community. The authors looked at more than 1
million playlists made publicly available by MusicStrands [46], a Web service
(no longer in operation) that allows users to share playlists. The authors extracted from the whole playlist set the 4,000 most popular artists, measuring
the popularity as the number of playlists in which each artist occurred. They
further take into account that two artists that consecutively occur in a playlist
are probably more similar than two artists that occur farther away in a playlist.
To this end, the authors define a distance function dh (Ai , Aj ) that counts how
often a song by artist Ai co-occurs with a song by Aj at a distance of h. Thus, h
is a parameter that defines the number of songs in between the occurrence of a
song by Ai and the occurrence of a song by Aj in the same playlist. Baccigalupo
et al. define the distance between two artists Ai and Aj as in Equation 3, where
the playlist counts at distances 0 (two consecutive songs by artists Ai and Aj ),
1, and 2 are weighted with β0 , β1 , and β2 , respectively. The authors empirically
set the values to β0 = 1, β1 = 0.8, β2 = 0.64.
distpl d (Ai , Aj ) =

2
X

h=0

βh · [dh (Ai , Aj ) + dh (Aj , Ai )]

(3)

To account for the popularity bias, i.e., very popular artists co-occur with a lot
of other artists in many playlists, hence creating a higher similarity to all other
artists when simply relying on Equation 3, the authors perform normalization
according to Equation 4, where dist\
pl d (Ai ) denotes the average distance between
P
1
Ai and all other artists, i.e., n−1
· j∈X distpl d (Ai , Aj ), and X the set of n − 1
artists other than Ai .
dist|pl d| (Ai , Aj ) =

distpl d (Ai , Aj ) − dist\
pl d (Ai )


max distpl d (Ai , Aj ) − dist\
pl d (Ai )

(4)

Unfortunately, no evaluation dedicated to artist similarity was conducted.
2.2

Term Profiles

Another source for cultural features, possibly the most extensive one, is the zillions of available Web pages. Probably one of the earliest works that employs
Web mining techniques in the context of MIR can be found in [16]. Cohen and
Fan applied collaborative filtering techniques on lists extracted from Web pages.
They queried Altavista [2] and Northern Light 3 [48] to obtain Web pages related
3

Northern Light, formerly providing a meta search engine, in the meantime has specialized on search solutions tailored to enterprises.
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to music artists. The results were then used for artist recommendation. Unfortunately, the paper gives very few details on the exact approach. As ground truth
for evaluating their approach, Cohen and Fan exploited server logs of downloads
from an internal digital music repository made available within the Intranet of
AT&T. They analyzed the network traffic for three months, yielding a total of
5,095 artist-related downloads.
In [61] Whitman and Lawrence extracted different term sets (unigrams, bigrams,
noun phrases, artist names, and adjectives) from artist-related Web pages found
by a search engine. Up to 50 pages that were ranked highest by the search
engine were analyzed. After having downloaded the Web pages, the authors applied parsers and a part-of-speech tagger to determine the appropriate term set.
Based on term occurrences, individual term profiles were then created for each
artist. To this end, the authors employed a simple version of the well-established
TF·IDF measure, e.g., [65], that assigns a weight to each term t in the context
of each artist Ai . Equation 5 shows the weighting used by the authors, where
the term frequency tf (t, Ai ) was defined as the percentage of retrieved pages for
artist Ai containing term t, and the document frequency df (t) was defined as the
percentage of artists (in the whole collection) who had at least one Web page
mentioning term t.
tf (t, Ai )
(5)
wsimple (t, Ai ) =
df (t)
Calculating the TF·IDF weights for all terms in each term set yields individual
feature vectors or term profiles for each artist. The overlap between the term
profiles of two artists was then used as an estimate for their similarity. For evaluation, the authors compared these similarities to two other sources of artist similarity information, which served as ground truth (similar-artist-relations from
the online music information system All Music Guide (AMG) [4] and user collections from OpenNap, cf. Section 2.5). Remarkable differences between the
individual term sets could be made out. The unigram, bigram, and noun phrase
sets performed considerably better than the other two sets, regardless of the
utilized ground truth definition.
Extending the work presented in [61], Baumann and Hummel [10] introduced
certain filters to prune the set of retrieved Web pages. First, they discarded all
Web pages with a size of more than 40kB after parsing. They further ignored
text in table cells if it did not comprise at least one sentence and more than 60
characters. This should discard adverisements according to the authors. Finally,
they performed keyword spotting in the URL, the title, and the first text part
of each page. Each occurrence of the words “music”, “review”, and the artist
name contributed to a page score. Pages that scored too low were filtered out.
In contrast to [61], Baumann and Hummel used a logarithmic weighting of the
IDF-term in their TF·IDF formulation. Using these modifications, the authors
were able to outperform the approach presented in [61].
Another approach that applies Web mining techniques similarly to [61] is presented in [32]. Knees et al. however do not use specific term sets, but create a
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term list directly from the retrieved Web pages and use the χ2 -test [63] for term
selection, i.e., to filter out terms that are less important to describe certain genres. For similarity computation, this information is a priori unknown. After this
step, a variant of the TF·IDF measure was employed to create a weighted term
profile for each artist. Equation 6 shows the TF·IDF formulation, where n is the
total number of Web pages retrieved for all artists in the collection, tf (t, Ai ) is
the number of occurrences of term t in all Web pages retrieved for artist Ai , and
df (t) is the number of pages in which t occurs at least once.

(1 + log2 tf (t, Ai )) · log2 dfn(t) if tf (t, Ai ) > 0
(6)
wltc (t, Ai ) =
0
otherwise
To calculate the similarity between the term profiles of two artists Ai and Aj ,
the authors used the cosine similarity according to Formula 7, where T denotes
the term set. In this formula, θ gives the angle between Ai ’s and Aj ’s feature
vectors in the Euclidean space.


X
w(t,
A
)
·
w(t,
A
)
i
j




t∈T

s
s
(7)
simcos (Ai , Aj ) = cos θ = 

 X
X
2
2

w(t, Ai ) ·
w(t, Aj )
t∈T

t∈T

The approach was evaluated in a genre classification setting using k-Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN) classifiers on a test collection of 224 artists (14 genres, 16
artists per genre). Accuracies of up to 77% were reported using the k-NN classifier (without term selection).
In [50] similar work is presented. The work of Pampalk et al. however focuses on
clustering artists according to TF· IDF feature representations, calculated as in
[32]. The authors of [50] manually assembled a dictionary of about 1,400 terms
related to music (e.g., genre and style names, instruments, moods, countries) and
used this dictionary for term selection. For evaluation, again the 224-artist-set
was used. One of the main finding was that considering only the terms in the
dictionary when building the feature vectors outperformed using all terms, when
the task is to describe artists or clusters of artists. However, when it comes to
genre classification using a 1-NN classifier (performing leave-one-out cross validation), the unpruned term set outperformed the use of the dictionary (79% vs.
85% accuracy).

Another approach that extracts TF·IDF features from artist-related Web pages
is presented in [53]. Pohle et al. compiled a data set of 1979 artists, which they
extracted from AMG. The TF·IDF vectors were calculated for a set of about
3,000 tags extracted from Last.fm [36]. The set of tags was constructed by merging tags retrieved for the artists in the collection with Last.fm’s most popular
tags. For evaluation, k-NN classification experiments with leave-one-out cross
validation were performed, resulting in accuracies of about 90%.
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There further exist some other approaches that derive term profiles from more
specific Web resources. For example, in [14] Celma et al. propose a music search
engine that crawls audio blogs via RSS feeds and calculates TF·IDF vectors.
Hu et al. in [29] extract TF-based features from music reviews gathered from
Epinions.com [21].
2.3

Collaborative Tags

As one of the characteristics of the so-called “Web 2.0” – where Web sites encourage (even require) their users to participate in the generation of content –
available items such as photos, films, or music can be labeled by the user community with tags. A tag can virtually be anything, but typically it consists of a
short description of one aspect typical to the item (for music, for example, genre
or style, instrumentation, mood, or performer). The more people are labeling an
item with a tag, the more the tag is assumed to be relevant to the item. For
music, the most prominent platform that makes use of this option is Last.fm.
Since Last.fm provides the collected tags in a standardized manner, it is a very
valuable source for context-related information.
In [24] Geleijnse et al. use tags from Last.fm to generate a “tag ground truth”
for artists by filtering redundant and noisy tags with the help of tags associated
with tracks by the artist under consideration. Similarities between artists are calculated via the number of overlapping tags. Evaluation against Last.fm’s similar
artist function shows that the number of overlapping tags between similar artists
is much larger than the average overlap between arbitrary artists (about 10 vs. 4
after filtering).
In [39] Levy and Sandler retrieved tags from Last.fm and MusicStrands to construct a semantic space for music pieces. To this end, all tags found for a specific
track are tokenized like normal text descriptions and a standard TF·IDF-based
document-term matrix is created, i.e., each track is represented by a term vector.
For the TF, three different calculation methods were explored, namely weighting
of the TF by the number of users that applied the tag, no weighting, and restriction to adjectives. Optionally, the dimensionality of the vectors is reduced by
applying Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [17]. The similarity between vectors
is calculating via the cosine measure, cf. Equation 7. For evaluation, for each
genre or artist term, each track labeled with that term serves as query, and the
mean average precision over all queries is calculated. It is shown that filtering for
adjectives clearly worsens the performance of the approach and that weighting of
term frequency by the number of users may improve genre precision (however, it
is noted that this may just artificially emphasize the majority’s opinion without
really improving the features). Without LSA (i.e., using the full term vectors)
genre precision reaches 80%, and artist precision 61%. Using LSA, genre precision reaches up to 82%, and artist precision 63%. The approach is also compared
to the Web-based term profile approach by Knees et al. [32] – cf. Section 2.2. Using the full term vectors in a 1-NN leave-one-out cross validation setting, genre
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classification rate touches 95% without and 83% with artist filtering.
In comparison to Web-based term approaches, the tag-based approach exhibits
some advantages, namely a more music-targeted and smaller vocabulary with
significantly less noisy terms and availability of descriptors for individual tracks
rather than just artists. On the other hand, tag-based approaches also suffer
from some limitations. For example, for sufficient tagging of comprehensive collections, a large and active user community is needed. Furthermore, tagging of
tracks from the so-called “long tail”, i.e., lesser known tracks, is usually very
sparse. Additionally, also effects such as a “community bias” may be observed.
To remedy some of these problems, recently, the idea of gathering tags via games
has arisen [60, 44, 38]. Such games provide some form of incentive – be it just
the pure joy of gaming – to the human player to solve problems that are hard to
solve for computers, e.g., capturing emotions evoked when listening to a song. By
encouraging users to play such games, a large number of songs can be efficiently
annotated with semantic descriptors. Another recent trend to alleviate the data
sparsity problem is automatic tagging/propagation of tags based on alternative
data sources [59, 19, 30].
2.4

Page Counts and Web Co-Occurrences

This category of approaches analyzes co-occurrences of music entities – usually only the artist level is considered – either on arbitrary Web pages or on
specific platforms or services and defines a similarity measure based on such
co-occurrence information. For example, in [64] Zadel and Fujinaga investigate
the usability of two Web services to derive information on artist similarity. More
precisely, they propose an approach that, given a seed artist, retrieves a list of
potentially related artists from the Amazon [3] Web service Listmania!. Based on
this list, artist co-occurrences are derived by querying the Google Web API 4 and
storing the returned page counts of artist-specific queries. Google was queried
for "artist name i " and for "artist name i "+"artist name j " . Thereafter, the so-called “relatedness” of each Listmania! artist to the seed artist is
calculated as the ratio between the combined page count, i.e., the number of
Web pages on which both artists co-occur, and the minimum of the single page
counts of both artists, cf. Equation 8. The minimum is used to account for different popularities of the two artists.
simpc min (Ai , Aj ) =

pc(Ai , Aj )
min (pc(Ai ), pc(Aj ))

(8)

Recursively performing the artist extraction from Listmania! and estimating the
relatedness to the seed artist via Google page counts allows to construct lists
of similar artists. Although the paper has shown that Web services can be used
to find similar artists to a seed artist, it lacks a thorough evaluation of the results.
4

Google no longer offers this Web API. It has been replaced by several other APIs,
mostly devoted to Web 2.0 development.
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Analyzing Google page counts as a result of artist-related queries was also performed in [55]. Unlike the method presented in [64], Schedl et al. derive complete
similarity matrices from artist co-occurrences. This offers additional information
since it can also be predicted which artists are not similar.
The authors of [55] define the similarity of two artists as the conditional probability that one artist is to be found on a Web page that is known to mention the
other artist. Since the retrieved page counts for queries like "artist name i "
or "artist name i "+"artist name j " reveal the relative frequencies of this
event, they are used to estimate the conditional probability. Equation 9 gives a
more formal representation of the symmetrized similarity function.


1
pc(Ai , Aj ) pc(Ai , Aj )
+
(9)
simpc cp (Ai , Aj ) = ·
2
pc(Ai )
pc(Aj )

In order to restrict the search to Web pages relevant to music, different query
schemes were used in [55]. Otherwise, artists that equal common speech words,
like “Hole” or “Kiss”, would unjustifiably lead to high page counts, hence, distort the similarity relations. To mitigate this problem, keywords like “music” or
“review” were added to the search queries, as already proposed in [61].
Schedl et al. performed two evaluation experiments on the same 224-artist-dataset as used in [32]. They estimated the homogeneity of the genres defined by
the ground truth by applying the similarity function to artists within the same
genre and to artists from different genres. To this end, the authors related the
average similarity between two arbitrary artists from the same genre to the average similarity of two artists from different genres. The results show that the
co-occurrence approach can be used to clearly distinguish between most of the
genres. The second evaluation experiment was an artist-to-genre classification
task using a k-NN classifier. In this setting, the approach yielded in the best
case (when combining different query schemes) an accuracy of about 85% averaged over all genres.

Unlike the approaches that create term profiles from Web pages, co-occurrence
analysis only makes use of the page counts. Therefore, Web traffic can be minimized by restricting the search to display only the top-ranked page if the used
search engine offers such an option. However, a shortcoming of these approaches
is that creating a complete similarity matrix has quadratic computational complexity in the number of artists. It therefore scales poorly as the number of
queries that has to be issued to the search engine grows quadratically with the
number of artists in the collection.
The quadratic computational complexity can be avoided by employing another
strategy to co-occurrence analysis as described in [54][Chapter 3]. In a first
step, for each artist Ai , a certain amount of top-ranked Web pages returned
by the search engine is retrieved. Subsequently, all pages fetched for artist Ai
are searched for occurrences of all other artist names Aj in the collection. The
number of page hits again represents a co-occurrence count or a document frequency of the artist term “Aj ” in the corpus given by the Web pages for artist
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Ai . Relating this count to the total number of pages successfully fetched for
artist Ai , a similarity function can be constructed that requires the number of
issued queries only to be equal to the number of artists in the collection. The
formula for the symmetric artist similarity equals Equation 1.
2.5

Peer-to-Peer Network Co-Occurrences

Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks represent a rich source for mining music-related
data since their users are commonly willing to reveal various kinds of metadata
about the shared content. In the case of shared music files, file names and ID3
tags are usually disclosed.
Early work that makes use of data extracted from P2P networks comprises [61],
[20], [40], and [11]. All these papers use, among other sources, data extracted
from the P2P network OpenNap to derive music similarity information. Although
it is unclear whether the four publications make use of exactly the same data
set, the respective authors all state that they extracted metadata, but did not
download any files, from OpenNap. [40] and [11] report on having determined
the 400 most popular artists on OpenNap in mid 2002. The authors gathered
metadata on shared content, which yielded about 175,000 user-to-artist relations
from about 3,200 shared music collections. [40] especially highlights the sparsity
in the OpenNap data, in comparison with data extracted from the audio signal.
Although this is obviously true, the authors miss to note the inherent disadvantage of signal-based feature extraction, i.e., extracting signal-based features is
only possible when the audio content is available. Logan et al. then compared
similarities defined by artist co-occurrences in OpenNap collections, by expert
opinions from AMG, by playlist co-occurrences from Art of the Mix, by data
gathered from a Web survey, and by audio feature extracion via MFCCs, e.g. [8].
To this end, they calculated a “ranking agreement score”, which is basically
comparing the top N most similar artists according to each data source and calculating the pair-wise overlap between the sources. The main findings were that
the co-occurrence data from OpenNap and from Art of the Mix showed a high
degree of overlap, the experts from AMG and the participants of the Web survey
showed a moderate agreement, and the signal-based measure had a rather low
agreement with all other sources (except when compared it with the AMG data).
In [61] a software agent was used to retrieve from OpenNap a total of 1.6 million
user-song entries over a period of three weeks in August 2001. To alleviate the
popularity bias of the data, Whitman and Lawrence used a similarity measure
as shown in Equation 10, where C(Ai ) denotes the number of users that share
songs by artist Ai , C(Ai , Cj ) is the number of users that have both artists Ai and
Aj in their shared collection, and Ak is the most popular artist in the corpus.
The right term in the equation downweights the similarity between two artists
if one of them is very popular and the other not.


C(Ai , Aj )
|C(Ai ) − C(Aj )|
· 1−
(10)
simp2p wl (Ai , Aj ) =
C(Aj )
C(Ak )
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In [20] Ellis et al. use the same artist set as in [61]. The aim is to build a
ground truth for artist similarity estimation. They report on having extracted
from OpenNap about 400,000 user-to-song relations, covering about 3,000 unique
artists. Again, the co-occurrence data is compared with artist similarity data
gathered by a Web survey and with AMG data. In contrast to [61], [20] take
indirect links in AMG’s similarity judgments into account. To this end, Ellis
et al. propose a transitive similarity function on similar artists from the AMG
data, which they call “Erdös distance”. More precisely, the distance d(A1 , A2 )
between two artists A1 and A2 is measured as the minimum number of intermediate artists needed to form a path from A1 to A2 . As this procedure also allows
to derive information on dissimilar artists (those with a high minimum path
length), it can be employed to obtain a complete distance matrix. Furthermore,
the authors propose an adapted distance measure, the so-called “Resistive Erdös
measure”, which takes into account that there may exist more than one shortest
path of length l between A1 and A2 . Assuming that two artists are more similar
if they are connected via many different paths of length l, the Resistive Erdös
similarity measure equals the electrical resistance in a network, cf. Equation 11,
where each path from Ai to Aj is modeled as a resistor whose resistance equals
the path length |p|. However, this adjustment did not improve the agreement of
the similarity measure with the data from the Web-based survey, as it failed to
overcome the popularity bias, i.e., many different paths between popular artists
unjustifiably lower the total resistance.
distp2p res (Ai , Aj ) =

1
X

p∈P aths(Ai ,Aj )

1
|p|

(11)

A recent approach that derives similarity information on the artist and on the
song level from the Gnutella P2P file sharing network is presented in [57]. Shavitt
and Weinsberg collected metadata of shared files from more than 1.2 million
Gnutella users in November 2007. They restricted their search to music files
(.mp3 and .wav). The crawl yielded a data set of 530,000 songs. Information on
both users and songs were then represented via a 2-mode graph showing users
and songs. A link between a song and a user was created when the user shared
the song. One finding of analyzing the resulting network was that most users in
the P2P network shared similar files.
The authors used the data gathered for artist recommendation. To this end, they
constructed a user-to-artist matrix V , where V (i, j) gives the number of songs
by artist Aj that user Ui shared. Shavitt and Weinsberg then performed direct
clustering on V using the k-means algorithm [42] with the Euclidean distance
metric. Artist recommendation is then performed using either data from the
centroid of the cluster to which the seed user Ui belongs or by using the nearest
neighbors of Ui within the cluster to which Ui belongs.
In addition, Shavitt and Weinsberg also addressed the problem of song clustering. Accounting for the popularity bias, the authors defined a distance function
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that is normalized according to song popularity, as shown in Equation 12, where
uc(Si , Sj ) denotes the total number of users that share songs Si and Sj , and
Ci and Cj denote, respectively, the popularity of songs Si and Sj , measured as
their total occurrence in the corpus.
!
uc(Si , Sj )
distp2p pop (Si , Sj ) = −log2 p
(12)
Ci · Cj

Evaluation experiments were carried out for song clustering. The authors reported an average precision of 12.1% and an average recall of 12.7%, which they
judged as quite good when considering the vast amount of songs shared by the
users and the inconsistency in the metadata (ID3 tags).
2.6

Song Lyrics

The lyrics of a song represent an important aspect of the semantics of music since
they usually reveal information about the artist or the performer: e.g., cultural
background (via different languages or use of slang words), political orientation,
or style of music (use of a specific vocabulary in certain music styles).
Logan et al. use song lyrics for tracks by 399 artists to determine artist similarity [41]. To this end, in a first step, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA) [27] is applied to a collection of over 40,000 song lyrics to extract N
topics typical to lyrics. In a second step, all lyrics by an artist are processed using each of the extracted topic models to create N -dimensional vectors of which
each dimension gives the likelihood of the artist’s tracks to belong to the corresponding topic. Artist vectors are then compared by calculating the L1 distance
(also known as Manhattan distance) as shown in Equation 13.
distL1 (Ai , Aj ) =

N
X

k=1

|ai,k − aj,k |

(13)

This similarity approach is evaluated against human similarity judgments, i.e.,
the “survey” data for the uspop2002 set [11], and yields worse results than
similarity data obtained via acoustic features (irrespective of the chosen N ,
the usage of stemming, or the filtering of lyrics-specific stopwords). However,
as lyrics-based and audio-based approaches make different errors, a combination of both is suggested. In [43] Mahedero et al. demonstrate the usefulness
of lyrics for four important tasks: language identification, structure extraction
(i.e., recognition of intro, verse, chorus, bridge, outro, etc.), thematic categorization, and similarity measurement. For similarity calculation, a standard TF·IDF
measure with cosine distance is proposed as initial step. Using this information,
a song’s representation is obtained by concatenating distances to all songs in
the collection into a new vector. These representations are then compared using
an unspecified algorithm. Exploratory experiments indicate some potential for
cover version identification and plagiarism detection.
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Other approaches are not explicitly aiming at finding similar songs in terms
of lyrical (or rather semantic) content but at revealing conceptual clusters [31]
or to classify songs into genres [45] or mood categories [37, 28]. However, most
of these approaches are nevertheless of interest to us, as extracted features can
in principle also be used for similarity calculation. In [37], the goal of Laurier
et al. is classification of songs to four mood categories by means of lyrics and
content analysis. For lyrics, the TF·IDF measure with cosine distance is incorporated. Optionally, also LSA is applied to the TF·IDF vectors (achieving best
results when projecting vectors down to 30 dimensions). In both cases, a 10-fold
cross validation with k-NN classification yielded accuracies slightly above 60%.
Audio-based features performed better compared to lyrics features, however, a
combination of both yielded best results. Hu et al. experiment with TF·IDF, TF,
and Boolean vectors and investigate the impact of stemming, part-of-speech tagging, and function words for soft-categorization into 18 mood clusters [28]. Best
results are achieved with TF·IDF weights on stemmed terms. An interesting
result is that in this scenario, lyrics-based features alone can outperform audiobased features. Beside TF·IDF and part-of-speech features, Mayer et al. [45] also
propose the use of rhyme and statistical features to improve lyrics-based genre
classification. To extract rhyme features, lyrics are transcribed to a phonetic
representation and searched for different patterns of rhyming lines (e.g., AA,
AABB, ABAB). Features consist of the number of occurrence of each pattern,
as well as the percentage of rhyming blocks and the fraction of unique terms
used to build the rhymes. Statistical features are constructed by counting various punctuation characters and digits and calculating typical ratios like average
words per line or average length of words. Classification experiments show that
the proposed style features and also a combination of style features and classical
TF·IDF features outperforms the TF·IDF only approach.
In summary, recent literature demonstrates that many interesting aspects of
context-based similarity can be covered by exploiting lyrics information. However, since new and ground breaking applications for this kind of information
have yet not been discovered, the potential of lyrics analysis is currently mainly
seen as a complementary source to content-based features for genre or mood
classification.

3

Discussion and Outlook

In this paper, we have given an overview of approaches to estimate music similarity that do not rely on the audio signal, but rather take various aspects of
the context in which a music entity occurs into consideration.
Even though the presented context-based approaches demonstrate the great potential of comprehensive community data, basically all of them suffer from similar
shortcomings. First, data sparsity, especially for artists in the “long tail”, is obviously a problem. Second, the popularity bias has to be addressed, i.e., that dis-
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proportionately more data is available for popular artists than for lesser known
ones, which often distorts derived similarity measures. Furthermore, methods
that aim at milking user-based data are prone to include only participants of
existing communities in a broad sense (from very specific services, like a certain
P2P network, to the Web community as a whole). It is further known that users
of certain communities tend to have similar music tastes. In general, this phenomenon is known as community or population bias; in the case of Last.fm, we
would suggest the term “Radiohead bias” instead.
For the future, we believe that it is crucial to transcend the idea of a generally
valid notion of similarity and establish a differentiated, multi-granular concept of
similarity (that takes into account regional particularities and views and adapts
to cultural areas as well as to individuals). This becomes particularly apparent when comparing current representations of Western and non-Western music.
Furthermore, we think that multi-faceted similarity measures will be standard in
music applications. They may be defined as a mixture of content- and contextbased aspects, e.g., to enable retrieval systems capable of dealing with queries
like “give me rhythmically similar music to the most recent chart hits in Canada,
but which was released in the 1970s”.
In this paper, we focused on the currently most prominent sources to derive
context-based music information from. There exist, however, alternative data
sources that are considered in the literature. For example, in [58] user ratings
of playlists from the Yahoo! music service [62] were analyzed (1.5 million judgments by 380,000 users). In [22] Fields et al. propose the usage of artist-related
social network data from MySpace [47]. The authors state that similarity information based on the artists’ “top friends” seems to be a promising complement
to signal-based audio similarity.
These are just two examples of potential other sources, and it is guaranteed that
there are even more, yet to discover. Since music plays a central role in many
people’s lives, references to music can be found everywhere. For music research,
the big challenge is to discover such sources and make them accessible.
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Abstract. Considering that M.I.R. content-extraction algorithms are
evaluated over annotated test-sets, it is worth discussing the robustness
of the concepts used for these annotations. In this paper we discuss the robustness of local music annotations, more specifically “Music Structure”
annotation. We define four conditions to be fulfilled by an annotation
method to provide robust local annotation. We propose mathematical
formulations of two of them. We then measure these criteria on existing “Music Structure” test-sets and discuss the pro’s and con’s of each
test-set. From these, we derive a robust set of concepts which form a
“multi-dimensional” description of the “Music Structure”. We then apply this description to a set of 300 tracks representing various music
genres and discuss the results.

1

Introduction

A large part of present-day “Music Structure” research is devoted to the improvement of algorithms, through the improvement of recognition scores or to
the definition of new measures of performances. But a question that should also
be asked is “how pertinent is the structure annotation that is used for those
evaluations?” This involves a precise definition of the annotation process. This
question is important. Before thinking about how precise is the annotation, before thinking about how much it corresponds to the initial definitions, before
thinking about how good is the automatic estimation, one should think about
the annotation’s relevance. This question arises directly when comparing annotations from the same tracks (as “The Beatles”) coming from two different
“Music Structure” test-sets made by different research teams. Actually ”Music
structure” is a notion that has never been clearly defined. Therefore, the amount
of work concerning its automatic estimation or its evaluation is surprisingly large
compared to the amount of work dedicated to providing a precise definition of
the music structure the algorithms try to estimate.
Paper organization: The goal of this paper is to define a robust definition of “Music Structure” annotation. We start by defining a set of rules for
a robust local music annotation (part 2). We then discuss the pro and cons of
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previously existing “Music Structure” test-sets (part 3) along these rules of robustness. From this discussion and from the set of rules, we propose a robust
multi-dimensional definition of “Music Structure” annotation (part 4). The validity of the proposed approach is then tested (part 4.4). This work comes from
a one year long experiment of testing thinking and validating made by three
professional musicians playing the role of computer-annotators.

2

Requirements for a robust annotation definition

It is possible to divide the notion of “local music annotation” into two categories:
“information extraction” and “imitation”.
“Information extraction” consists in mapping a piece of music to extract
information which describes aspects of the piece. “Information extraction”
would include: - structure annotation, - beat annotation, - singing voice
annotation.
“Imitation” or “reduction” consists in finding audio objects that sound like
the original piece. Those audio objects can then be compared to the original.
“Imitation” or “reduction” would include: - note / chord / melody annotation.
2.1

Information extraction: conditions

We have established the existence of several conditions on the annotation criteria
for which “Information Extraction” will work on a given corpus. When doing
“Information Extraction”, we look at the piece of music from a certain point of
view, and then connect certain aspects of the music to an abstract object. A
“chorus”, for instance, is such an object, or indeed a descriptor. “Information
Extraction” conditions concern those objects.
Four conditions can be identified:
1. Definition: an object, a descriptor, must be properly defined.
2. Certainty: in a given corpus, the object should be recognized without
doubt.
3. Concision: the range of available descriptors should be limited.
4. Universality: a given descriptor should be used reasonably often.
2.2

Measuring “Certainty”: Perceptive Recognition Rate (PRR)
and Algorithmic Recognition Rate (ARR)

The condition (“Certainty”) corresponds to a quantitative notion we name the
“Perceptive Recognition Rate” or PRR. It can be measured by checking, on a
given corpus, how many times a given object is recognized without doubt. It is
capital to understand that this “PRR” is a key factor in annotation.
We note “Algorithmic Recognition Rate” or ARR the recognition rate traditionally used in the M.I.R. field to evaluate algorithms.
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– If PRR=1 (perfect case), then the notion of ARR is justified.
– If PRR=0 (worst case), then any result including ARR do not make any
sense.
Indeed, if a given object is not easily recognized by ear, references to this
object during annotation will be inaccurate (low PRR), and algorithm recognition experiments on this object will be invalidated. One could answer that
ARRs are usually calculated on corpuses where PRR=1. However, this is not
true, annotation in any field leads to uncertainty. We give below an example of
this.
Application to the “chorus” case: We take here as example the case
of the “chorus”, which seems at first sight a very clear concept. Traditionally, a
“chorus” is defined as: “A part of the track which includes the lead vocalist, - a
part in which the lyrics contain the song title, - a recurrent part which happens
at least 2 times during the song”. We apply this definition on a first set of 112
songs (those songs are not particularly main-stream, neither are they particularly
recent, their style is quite varied). Using this traditional “chorus” definition, the
PRR is very low: less than 50%. It means that for this 112 songs test-set, we
cannot tell if there is a chorus or not for 56 of them!
2.3

Measuring “Concision” and “Universality”

We measure the “Concision” and “Universality” of a given annotated test-set
using the following measures:
T : is the total number of tracks in the given test-set.
L: is the total number of different labels l used over the given test-set. A good
annotation should have a small number L of labels.
N (l): is the “N”umber of tracks using a specific label l, divided by the total
number of tracks T . For a specific label l, a large value of N (l) indicates
that the concept of the label is usable over many tracks. The concept of the
label is said to be universal. A small value of N (l) is not necessary bad, it
simply shows that the concept of the label l is not universal over track and
is only applicable to a few tracks. It should be noted that N (l) is close to
the “document frequency” measure used in Information retrieval.
U (l): is the average (over tracks) “U”se of a specific label l in a specific track
(when the label is used at least once in this specific track). For a specific
label l, a large value of U (l) indicates that the concept is usable many times
inside a track, it has by itself a structural role through its repetition inside
the track. It should be noted that U (l) is close to the “term frequency”
measure used in Information retrieval.
mS: is the average (over the tracks) number of different segments used for a
specific track. A large value of mS indicates many segments in a song. Note
that this value depends on the duration of the tracks annotated and the kind
of music annotated.
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mL: is average (over the tracks) number of different labels used for a specific
track. A large value of mL indicates that many different labels are used for
the description of a specific song. If mL is close to mS, it means that the
label are only used once inside a track.

3
3.1

Related works
Existing test-sets

There has never been a clear definition of what “Music Structure” is. However
several “Music Structure” test-sets have been proposed so far. We review them
here and discuss them. In the following, we describe the existing “Music Structure” test-set and discuss their “Concision” and “Universality” using the proposed measures: T , L, N (l), U (l), mS and mL. Note that we cannot measure
the “Definition” which is unfortunately not provided, neither the “Certainty”
which requires to be present at the annotation time. We summarize these values
in Table 1.

Table 1. Existing “Music Structure” test-sets and corresponding “Concision” and
“Universality” measures.

MPEG-7-Audio test-set [5]: The first test-set (2001) was realized by Ircam in the framework of an experimental scenario during the development of
MPEG-7-Audio. T =25 tracks have been annotated in so-called structure (state
and sequence structures). The annotations have been cross-checked by the other
MPEG-7-Audio participants. L =50 different labels were used to label the segments: “bass”, “break drum”, “break guitar”, “chorus 1”, “chorus instru”, “chorus variante”, “verse glockenspiel”. Clearly the terms used were a blend between
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- a description of the “musical role” that a part plays inside a track (“intro”,
“verse”, “chorus”) and - a description of the specific instrumentation used in
it. The average number of segments per track is high mS=17.57 as the number of different labels used in a track mL=7.64. Most of the labels appear only
for the description of a single track (“break 2”, “break drum”, “break guitar”,
“break piano”, “intro synth”, “intro voice”) and only appear once in the track.
The exception are “break” with N (l)=0.43 (with a mean-use inside a track of
U (l)=2.16), “chorus” 0.93 (4.38), “intro” 0.86 (1.25), “verse” 0.93 (3.92).
Comment: The number of labels is far too important, and their use very
restricted.
Often, for the development of a “Music Structure” test-set, the list of music
tracks are chosen to fit the definition of the annotation system used. For example,
in the MPEG-7-Audio test-set, a large part of the tracks of the “state” corpus are
made of “grunge” music, a music genre for which the instrumentation changes
very significantly between the “verse” and “chorus” making the transition hence
the annotation very clear. The second part of this corpus, named “sequence”
corpus, is made of music where the instrumentation does not change over the
track (early Beatles-like music), the structure is hence made by variations of the
melodic line, which fit the sequence annotation definition.

QMUL test-set [1]: The Queen Mary University of London (QMUL) test-set
starts from the MPEG-7-Audio “state” test-set and extend it a lot. It includes
T =107 tracks of various pop-rock songs and many Beatles songs. It uses a
total of L=107 different labels. The average number of segments per track is
mS=12.33 and mL=6 different labels are used on average for a given track.
Most of the labels appear only for the description of a single track (“crash”,
“fill”, “drop”, “crash”) and only appear once in this track. The exception are
“break” which appears N (l)=0.22 (with a mean-use inside a track of U(l)=1.53),
“bridge” 0.55 (1.6), “chorus” 0.43 (3.96), “intro” 0.85 (1.27), “outro” 0.38 (1),
“verse” 0.87 (3.30) .
Comment: The number of labels is far too important, and their use very
restricted.

Beatles test-set [6]: The Beatles test-set has been developed by Universitat
Pompeu Fabra (UPF) based on the annotations made by the musicologist Alan
W. Pollack [9]. It has been later modified by the Tampere University of Technology (TUT). It describes T =174 tracks. All tracks are coming from The Beatles.
L=55 different labels are used. The average number of segments per track is low
mS=9.21 as the number of different labels used on average for a given track
mL=5.23. Most of the labels appear only for the description of a single track
(“close”, “closing”, “improv interlude”) and only appear once in this track. The
exception are “bridge” N (l)=0.59 (U (l)=1.73), “intro” 0.86 (1.08), “outro” 0.82
(1), “refrain” 0.42 (3.41), “verse” 0.86 (3.33), “verses” 0.28 (1.16).
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Comment: Most of the labels are again used very few times. The most-used
labels refer to the “musical role” of the part (“intro”, “outro”, “bridge”, “verse”,
“chorus”).
TUT07 Structure test-set [7]: The Tampere University of Technology
(TUT) developed the largest test-set so far. The “TUTstructure07 musical structure database” contains T =557 Western popular music pieces (pop, rock, jazz,
blues and “schlager” music) annotated into structure. This test-set seems annotated into “musical role” (“intro”, “verse”, “chorus”) or “acoustical similarity”
(“A”, “B”, “solo”). Unfortunately, since this test-set or its detailed description
(except for the track list) is not available, we cannot provide detailed figures of
it.
TU Vienna test-set [8]: The IFS TU Vienna uses a test-set of 109 tracks
annotated into structure. Part of the tracks are coming from the QMUL (hence
MPEG-7-Audio), RWC and Beatles test-sets. Because of that we do not give
specific figures for this test-set. However, an interesting idea of this test-set is
to allow several simultaneous descriptions of the same segment (describing a
given part as a single segment or as a set of sub-segments) through the use of a
hierarchical XML schema.
RWC test-set [3]: The RWC test-sets comes with the annotation of T =285
tracks into structure or chorus. The number of labels is restricted to L=17. The
average number of segments per track is mS=15.73 (which is high but subdivision of segments are considered in this case) and mL=6.68 different labels
are used on average for a given track. All labels are used at least for 10 tracks
(“bridge-d”) and for most more than 50 times. The mean (over labels) value of
N (l) is therefore high: 0.39. The mean (over labels) value of U (l) is 2.16.
Comment: The annotation mainly describes the “musical role” of the parts
(“intro”, “ending”, “verse”, “chorus”, “bridge”). It however merge “acoustical
similarity” with it (“verse-a”, “verse-b”, “verse-c”, “verse-d”). Because of the
restricted number of labels, their good coverage and the double “musical role”/
“acoustical similarity” this annotation is the best so far. However, the decision
between the predominance of “musical role” over “acoustical similarity” is not
always appropriate (some “intro” are in fact identical to “verse-a”). This highlights the necessity to separate both view-points.
3.2

Discussions

Main problems of existing “Music Structure” annotations: As one can
see, each “Music Structure” test-set tends to use different rules and different set
of labels. We summarize the main problems of these annotations here.
Number and coverage of labels: Most test-sets (except RWC) use a very
large number of labels with a very-low usage.
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Merging orthogonal view-points: Most test-sets merge descriptions related to - “musical role”, i.e. the role that a part plays inside a track, such as
verse, chorus ... (furthermore these concepts are not applicable to all kind of
music), - “acoustical similarity” and - “instrumentation”.
Similarity boundary definition: Given two similarly different parts, the
difference is sometimes interpreted as parts being identical and sometimes as
parts being different. There is often a lack of consistency of the annotation
process over a given test-set.
Describing the structure of the music, the melody, the instrumentation? It is not clear on which instruments the structure bases itself on. If the
accompaniment remains constant over the entire track, then the voice variations
are described (The Beatles). If the voice remains constant over the entire track,
then the accompaniment variations are described (Rap music).
Temporal boundaries definition: The definition of the boundaries of the
segments is often not coherent from track to track.
Segment sub-division: The definition of the “sub-division of a part A into
sub-part a” is not coherent over a given test-set. If a chord succession is repeated
over and over the verse, is this part a single “A” ? or a succession of repetition
of “a” ?
Various possible definitions for a “Music Structure” annotation: In
this part we propose several possibilities for the definition of “Music Structure”.
It is important to note that any choice of definition can be done if the appropriate
test-set is chosen. For example it is possible to choose a “verse/chorus” description if the test-set contains only tracks with obvious “verses” end “choruses”.
Conversely it is also possible to start from a test-set and find the best-fitting
description for this given test-set. The goal of this paper is to find a description
of the “Music Structure” that can be applied to any kind of music.
It is also important to note that whatever choice is made for the description,
it is important to avoid mixing various view-points. In the previous description of the test-sets, the labels which are used often merge various view-points,
such as instrumentation and “musical role” (“break guitar”, “break piano”) or
“acoustical similarity” and “musical role” (sometimes the part indicated as “introduction” is actually 100% similar to the part indicated as “verse”).
Music Structure based on “musical role”: One can rely on the choice
of assigning labels according to the ”musical role” that a part plays in a song
(“introduction”, “verse”, “chorus”, “bridge”, “ending”). The same label is therefore used for parts playing the same role (“chorus”, “verse”). However, in this
case we also merge several notions. “Intro” and “Outro” refer to positions in the
time axis of the track (sometimes the start or the end of the song is actually
the “chorus”). Also they can be several versions of the “verse”, “chorus” and
“bridge” (hence the use in the previous test-sets of “verse A”, “verse B”). We
have already mentioned the problem of defining the “chorus”; now what is the
definition of a “verse”? When one tries to annotate R’n’B music (one of the
most popular and sold music today) there is often only a long verse, or several
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parts which are all eligible to be verses, but which are called “hooks”, “vamps”
or indeed “verses”.
Music Structure based on “acoustical similarity”: One can rely on the
choice of assigning labels according to the acoustical similarity between parts.
In this description, the same label is assigned to parts with the same acoustical
content. But the use of similarity however poses problems. Two parts are similar
if they are identical (this is the case for example when using samples such as in
the track Moby “Natural Blues”). But what about if there are small variations?
“They are similar at 90%.” What is the criterion used to say it is 90%? Is the
timbre similarity more important than the harmonic or rhythmic ones? Is an
instrument more important than another? This poses the problem of the pointof-view used to define the acoustical similarity. Then how do we go from the
similarity between parts of 90% to the binary decision “they have the same
(different) label(s)”. This poses the problem of the choice of a threshold to make
the binary decision. From this choice depends the number of labels used inside
a track.
Music Structure based on “instrument role”: One can rely on the
choice of assigning labels to the description of the instrumentation of the track.
In this, we describe the location of the lead singer parts, the (solo) guitar parts, ...
This description is interesting but provides few insights into the global structure
of the track. Furthermore providing the identity of the instrument will require
a huge number of labels (guitar= classical guitar, folk-guitar, 12-string-guitar,
electric guitar, wah-wah guitar ...). In this case it is more useful to describe the
“role” plays by this specific instrument in the track, such as “Primary Lead” (the
obvious front-men singer or instrument), “Secondary Lead” (the backing singer
or side-man more generally). We call it “instrument role” in the following.
Music Structure based on the final application: One can also rely on
the use of the structure in the final application. For example, if the final application is to create an audio summary or audio-thumbnail which must represent
the most memorable part of the track (as used in [2]), it is maybe not necessary
to spend time annotating the tracks in chorus location but only annotate the
most repeated segments in them. The drawback of this approach is that the
annotation can only be used to validate the target application and cannot be
used for other applications.
Music Structure based on perceptual tests: One can also rely on
perceptual tests to find the average human perception of the musical structure
(as did [4] for tempo and beat perceptual annotation). Apart from the fact that
this approach is very costly, another problem comes from the fact that, in the
“Music Structure” case, the labels used by people to describe the structure of a
track are usually not shared.
Proposed Music Structure, multi-dimensional representation: The
main idea of the proposed description is to use simultaneously (but independently) the various view-points: “acoustical similarity”, “musical role” and “instrument role”. The idea is based on the way modern music is created through
multi-track recording: a set of main patterns are repeated over time, with vari-
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ations of those, with instrumentation super-imposed (singing voice), and which
play a “musical role” such as introduction, transition, chorus, solo and ending.
The proposed annotation method is based on “Constitutive Solid Loops”, which
are constitutive blocks whose limits and labels are derived from the various elements’ synthetic perception. The criteria proposed in the following encompass
the usual structure criteria such as “chorus” and “verses”, but are much more
powerful. Unlike the “chorus/ verse” approach, our method of structure annotation makes it possible to properly describe the structure for many different styles.
The first example would be being able to annotate pieces that don’t include any
choruses, which are much more common than one would spontaneously think1 .

4

Proposed method: multi-dimensional music structure
annotation

4.1

Overall explanation

The whole idea is that a track is formed:
– by a set of Constitutive Solid Loops (CSLoop) which represent a “musical
phrase” or a “musical exposition” (a succession of chords). CSLoops with
similar ID represent the same “musical phrase” although large variation can
occur between them. Two CSLoops with the same ID can follow each other
if the “musical phrase” is repeated twice successively.
– over which are super-imposed variations of the CSLoops ID. For example
the same CSLoop which occurs in a lighter version (for example without the
drum or without the bass) is indicated by “–”; if it is in a stronger version
(for example with an extra second guitar) by “++”.
– over which are superimposed important “instrument roles”: such as presence
of the “primary leads” (lead singer in popular music, lead instrument in jazz
or electro music), “other leads” (choir, other lead instruments or melodic
sample) or “solo mode” (electric-guitar solo, jazz chorus solo, ...)
– and which plays a “musical role” (intro, outro, transition, obvious chorus,
or solo).
The track is therefore decomposed simultaneously on these various viewpoints. When a part is too complex to be described, it is annotated as “ComplexMode”.
The mandatory decomposition is the CSLoop description. When a CSLoop
is an obvious chorus it is annotated as “chorus”. When it is not obvious, it
is not annotated as “chorus” but it can still be annotated as the repetition of
the occurrence of a specific CSLoop, with PrimaryLead and OtherLead (Choir)
which are distinctive elements.
1

For instance, there is not a single chorus in the “Dark Side of The Moon” album
from Pink Floyd, which sold 40 millions units, making it the 6th best selling album
of all time.
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In order to solve the segment sub-division problem, markers can be placed
inside a CSLoop segment to indicate further possible sub-divisions. Two types
of markers can be placed (“V1” and “V2”) indicating respectively similarity and
dissimilarity between the parts on the left and on the right of the marker.
The temporal boundaries of segments and markers are defined as the closest
downbeat to the start or end of the respective described object.
4.2

Detailed description

In Table 2, we give the detailed specification and definition of the proposed
annotation into “Music Structure”.
Trans: indicates transitions which are structurally outside the CSL.
IO: indicates intro, outro parts or exotic parts (parts which have nothing to
do with the rest of the song).
CSLoop 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, A, B : indicates a musical phrase, idea, or subject. The
equality rule applies to the CSLoops 1 2 3 4 5, i.e. two CSLoops with the
same ID represent the same thing. It does not apply for the CSLoop A and B.
CSLoop A and B are used either when the track contains too many CSLoop
to be annotated, or when the annotator cannot reliably decide about the
equivalence between CSLoop but still want to mark a segment.
– (++): when applied to a CSLoop it indicates that this occurrence of CSLoop
has a much lower (higher) loudness than the rest of the song, or a part in
which two of the three references (rhythmic, melodic, harmonic) disappear
(are added).
Cplx: indicates a very complex non-periodic part (such as in Frank Zappa free
improvisation parts).
SMode: indicates a Solo Mode, whatever the instrument playing the solo (vocal, guitar, sax, piano), it can be super-imposed to a CSLoop to indicates
the part over which the solo is performed.
PLead1: indicates the presence of the main melodic referent, which is usually
the main singer or the instrument playing the theme in jazz music.
PLead2: indicates the presence of a second (side-man), third melodic referent
in case of duo, trio, ...
Olead1, OLead2: indicates a second melodic referent which is not the main
one (backing vocals, instrument interacting with the singer melody).
Chorus 1, 2: indicates “obvious chorus”, i.e. when it is without any doubt the
chorus. Note that two chorus ID are possible.
V1 (V2): is a marker (as opposed to the pervious descriptions which are segments), it indicates a sub-division inside a specific CSLoop with the part on
the left of V1 (V2) being similar (not similar) to the one on the right.
The “Exclusion” column of the table indicates the exclusion rules of the labels.
For example a segment cannot be “–” and “++” at the same time.
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Table 2. Definition of multi-dimensional “Music Structure” annotation labels and associated N (l) and U (l) over the 300 track test-set.

4.3

Examples

In Figure 1 and Figure 2, we give two examples of the application of the proposed
method for two tracks which are also describes in the test-sets of part 3.
Figure 1 represents the annotated structure of The Cranberries “Zombie”.
As one can see, the annotation is multi-dimensional (several criteria described at
the same time). The main structure of the track relies on two CSLoops: “CSL1”
and “CSL2”. CLS1 is used as the introduction (“IO”) in a lighter form (“–”).
It is followed by “CSL2” in a strong version (“++”). Then back to “CSL1” in
normal form which acts here as a transition (“trans”). The end of this part has
an Other Lead (“OL1”) (which is the guitar melody of “Zombie”). Then the
CSL1 is repeated twice with singing voice (“PL1”). This part would be named
“verse” in the previous test-sets, however naming it “verse” does not tell it is
actually the same part as the transitions (“trans”) and as the solo (“SMode”).
“CLS2” follows in a strong version (“++”) with singing voice (“PL1”) and is
obviously a chorus (“Chorus 1”). The rest of the track can be interpreted in
the same way until the end of the track which is again a “CSL1” in light form
(“–”) acting as an outro (“IO”). Note also the added comma separation in the
CSLoop (“V1”, “V2”) indicating sub-repetition (“V1”) or sub-division (“V2”).
Notice how concise is this representation, and the amount of information it
contains.
Figure 2 represents the annotated structure of The Beatles “Come Together”.
The track is formed by 4 different CSLoop. It starts with the “CSL1” in normal
form acting as an introduction (“IO”). The second “CSL1” has singing voice
(“PL1”) and ends with a lighter version of the “CSL1” (“–”). The next “CSL1”
acts as a transition (“trans”). “CSL2” acts as the obvious chorus (“Chorus 1”).
Around time 125s, a new part, “CSL3”, starts with an Other Lead (OL1) which
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Fig. 1. Example 1: Cranberries ”Zombie”.

is the guitar, and the Other Lead acts as a Solo (“SoloMode” or “SMode”). The
end of track is a “CSL4” with interlaced “Primary Lead 1” (the singer) and
“Other Lead 1” (the guitar melody). Again, the description is quite simple for
a complex structure.

4.4

Testing over a large variety of music genre

The applicability of the proposed description has been tested over a large set of
300 music tracks coming from various music genres including:
– Progressive-Rock (Pink Floyd, Queen, Frank Zappa ...),
– World-Music (Ali Farka Toure, Buenavista Social Club, Stan Getz/ Gilberto
Gil ...),
– Electro-Music (The Chemical Brothers, Squarepusher, ...),
– Rap-music (50 Cent, Outkast ...),
– Mainstream-music (Michael Jackson, The Beatles, Eric Clapton, Nirvana,
Cranberries, Bauhaus, The Cure ...).
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Fig. 2. Example 2: The Beatles ”Come Together”.

4.5

Information extraction conditions applied to the proposed
multi-dimensional music structure annotation

Given that the first conditions “Definition” is fulfilled, we measure the other conditions “Certainty” (PRR), “Concision” and “Universality” (T , L, N (l), U (l),
mS and mL values) of the proposed multi-dimensional music structure annotation on this 300 tracks test-set.
PRR: Observations made on a three-month period show that our multi-dimensional
annotation method shows reliable results over time, and, more importantly
these results don’t depend on the annotator. The proposed method permits
a much higher annotator agreement than previously existing method (tested
on the same tracks). This indicates a high PRR.
L: 21 different labels (19 when omitting the subdivision with comma V1 and
V2). As for the RWC, the total number of labels is small.
mS: on average a track is divided into 38.93 segments (22.80 when omitting
the sub-division with comma V1 and V2). This mS is very high. Indeed,
to measure mS we have considered that the appearance of each new labels
super-imposed in the middle of another one (as PLead1 appearing in the
middle of a CSLoop) creates a new segment. Considering only the CSLoop
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segmentation will decrease a lot mS. This makes somehow our description a
scalable description.
mL: on average a track uses 9.80 different labels (8.11 when omitting the subdivision with comma V1 and V2). This high value comes also from the multidimensionality of our description. Because of the simultaneous use of various
view-points, several labels co-exist at the same time (such as “CSLoop1” with
“–” with “Plead1”), the number of labels used inside a track is therefore
larger.
N (l) and U (l): The detailed results of N (l) and U (l) are given in the last two
columns of table 2. The mean (over labels) N (l) is 0.47 (0.39 for RWC) which
is very high, the mean (over labels) U (l) is 3.21 (2.16 for RWC). This shows
that the concept used are quite universal across music tracks (high N (l))
(can be used for many different tracks), and plays a structural role inside a
track (high U (l)). The fact that these values are higher than for RWC and
the fact that our test-set has much more music genres is very promising for
our approach. Only the “CplxMode” and “Chorus2” are used in few tracks
which is coherent with their functionality (“too complex to be annotated”
and “there exist two different chorus”).
Examples of the annotated test-set are accessible at the following address
http://recherche.ircam.fr/ equipes/ analyse-synthese/ peeters/ pub/
2009 LSAS/.
4.6

Use of the proposed multi-dimensional Music Structure
annotation in M.I.R.

The starting point of this research on Music Structure annotation was the creation of a test-set to evaluate the performances of an algorithm for music structure estimation. Since this algorithm estimates a mono-dimensional structure,
studies have been done on the development of a methodology to reduce the multidimensional structure annotation to a mono-dimensional one. A set of rules based
on weighting of the various dimensions have been created which allows deciding weither a CSLoop is “constitutive” of the music track structure or not. The
other criteria (PrimaryLead, OtherLead, –, ++ ...) are then considered as additional descriptions of the constitutive CSLoops and are used to find equivalence
between them hence repetitions of parts over time. From the 300 music tracks
test-set, only 200 music tracks could be reduced to a mono-dimensional structure.
The structure of the remaining 100 music tracks did not fulfill the requirements
of repetitive parts (whatever it is “acoustical similarity”-based “musical role”based or “instrumentation”-based) over time. Their reduction would have lead
to a very low PRR.
This problem of non-possible reduction to mono-dimensional structure should
be addressed by the development of multi-dimensional structure estimation algorithms.
Apart from this evaluation use, the multi-dimensional annotations provide
very rich information about the construction of music tracks. It allows highlighting the temporal relationship between the various dimensions (such as the use
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of “++” over CSLoop before the entrance of PrimaryLead) or stereotype used
in specific music genre (such as the “chorus” based on the same CSLoop as the
“verse”).

5

Conclusion and Future works

In this work, we have proposed a set of conditions to define robust concepts to be
used for local music annotation. We have used these conditions for the creation of
a robust “Music Structure” annotation system. For this we have proposed the use
of a multi-dimensional description of “Music Structure” which uses simultaneously various super-imposed view-points: “musical role”, “acoustical similarity”
and “instrument role”. We have tested our description in an annotation experiment on a collection of 300 tracks coming from various music-genres. The four
measures (Definition, Concision, Universality, and Certainty) were all above the
results obtained with previous test-sets. Especially the proposed method permits
a much higher agreement among annotators.
Further works will concentrate on defining a quantitative measure for the
Perceptual Recognition Rate (PRR) that was used during the experiment. This
quantity could actually be obtained using the performance measures (insertion,
deletion, equivalence between labels) commonly used to evaluate M.I.R. algorithms but applied this time between annotations performed by different annotators.
Further works will also concentrate on applying the same approach to other
well-known local music annotation tasks, such as singing voice, chord or melody
description.
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Abstract. In music information retrieval, acoustic low-level features are
well studied and successfully applied in diverse classiﬁcation tasks. So
called mid-level features pose a very useful addition to low-level descriptors because they are speciﬁcally designed to bridge the gap between the
low-level physical representation of music signals and the high-level semantic and symbolic information. Mid-level features have been proposed
for diﬀerent domains, such as dynamics, harmony or rhythm. Harmonic
mid-level features, however, have mostly been used for harmonic analysis, such as key detection or chord boundary detection. They are rarely
used as features for music classiﬁcation. This publication describes diﬀerent harmonic mid-level features and examines their usefulness for genre
recognition. State of the art harmonic mid-level features are evaluated
and their original extraction procedures are adapted to yield a satisfactory classiﬁcation accuracy.

1

Introduction

During the last decade a lot of eﬀort has been spent on the development of
suitable features for music classiﬁcation tasks such as genre or mood estimation.
Besides common and well described low-level features (e.g., MFCC [10] ) several mid-level representations have been proposed, e.g. in [1]. These descriptors
intend to bridge the gap between low-level representations and the semantically
meaningful high-level features such as symbolic note transcriptions or statements
about music properties (e.g., tempo, key). One of such a mid-level representation
is based on chroma features. Chroma features are computed by folding down all
audible tones regardless of their octave to a 12-dimensional vector representing
their distribution the chromatic scale. Chroma features are well described and
often used for tasks like chord recognition and chord boundary detection. Diverse approaches for the computation of chroma features have been proposed,
among others by Fujishima [2], Gomez[4], and Harte [5]. A detailed overview
about diﬀerent chroma extraction algorithms and their performance is given in
[15]. In this report, the enhanced pitch class proﬁle (EPCP) was reported to perform best with real-world music signals. Therefore, EPCP chroma features were
used for all investigations in this paper. In the literature, the original chroma
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feature vector is often postprocessed in order to derive more suitable features
for semantic high-level analysis, such as chord recognition. One could argue that
the chroma feature vector already contains semantic knowledge, interpretable
by humans. But in order to obtain a high-level transcription of, e.g., the chords
in a song, a number of consecutive chroma vectors need to be grouped, analyzed, and postprocessed based on majority decisions. However, a number of
algorithms were proposed in literature, which process the chroma vector further
and transfer them into a mid-level representation based on music theory. These
representations increases the accuracy for the chord classiﬁcation signiﬁcantly.
The proposed algorithms can be distinguished into two categories: The ﬁrst
category alter the distribution of the chroma vector elements based on human
perception (Pitch Distribution Proﬁles). The second category postprocesses the
chroma vector into geometric models (Geometric Pitch Spaces). Both principles
are based on cognition, but the additional semantic information supplied to the
system diﬀers. The following paragraphs describe the two principles in more
detail:
1.1

Pitch Distribution Proﬁles

Pitch Distribution Proﬁles (PDP) are widely used for key detection or chord
recognition. The research in this area is mostly based on Krumhansls [9], [8]
probe tone experiments. In these experiments, human listeners were asked to
evaluate how good selected tones (’probe tones’) cognitively matched with several major and minor cadences. This evaluation resulted in two key-independent
proﬁle vectors for major and minor chords. Temperley [16] identiﬁed a number
of problems with these proﬁle vectors. The diatonic notes in a chromatic scale
should be rated higher than the non-diatonic notes. But in Krumhansls proﬁles
this is not always the case. This often causes problems with 7th chords. Therefore, Temperley revised this proﬁle vector slightly. He performed the tests only
on transcribed music, but this procedure resulted in a better classiﬁcation accuracy by using real music. There were two other approaches for pitch proﬁles
described in literature. One is called ﬂat diatonic proﬁle and concentrates only
on the diatonic scale [7] [12]. The triad proﬁle on the other hand focuses only
on the triads in the scale [16].
In order to perform a classiﬁcation, one or more of the proposed proﬁles are
correlated with the actual chroma vector. Applying this procedure for major and
minor with all possible root notes yields to 24-dimensional vector. The vector
that exhibits the highest correlation is chosen as chord candidate. Often, these
chord candidates are postprocessed to obtain better results. Evaluations on real
polyphonic music using the diﬀerent key proﬁles by Krumhansl, Temperley, etc.
for key detection were proposed in [7] and [12].
Pitch Distribution Proﬁles are generally useful for key detection and chord
transcription tasks, because they add semantic knowledge to the system describing the general structure of chords. Their application improves the accuracy of
the classiﬁcation signiﬁcantly.
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Geometric Pitch Spaces

Geometric Pitch Spaces (GPS) are a geometric analogy to express musical relations. The relatedness between pitches is geometrically modeled by smaller
distances in a one- or more dimensional space if the chords/notes are similar.
Depending on the model the pitch spaces are often complex and diﬃcult to
present. One of the ﬁrst described pitch spaces is the circle of ﬁfths [6]. In this
circle the progression of keys and musical chords with a smaller distance in the
circle of ﬁfth sound harmonic. Therefore, the chords played successively are adjacent, oppositely or close-by in the circle of ﬁfth in the majority of music. This
can be shown by the song ”Blowin’ in the Wind” by Bob Dylan. It contains the
subsequent major chords ”D”, ”G”, ”D”, ”G”, ”A”. Looking into the circle of
ﬁfth shows that these chords are always close to each other. The circle of ﬁfth
describes the relatedness between keys in the same tone mode (major, minor).
But the connection between diﬀerent modes is unsatisfactorily demonstrated
[6]. Therefore, a number of diﬀerent alternatives were described in literature.
Tzanetakis [18] transformed the chroma vector into a circular pitch space and
postprocessed the resulting complex vector to obtain features for music classiﬁcation.
Harte and Sandler [5] extended this approach by introducing a new circular
pitch space model based on thirds for detecting harmonic changes in musical
audio. They used three diﬀerent circular pitch spaces, one based on ﬁfth, one
based on major thirds and one based on minor thirds.
Gatzsche introduced another circular pitch space, called ’symmetry model’
in [3]. This model extends the proposal by Harte/Sandler by one additional
circle and a consolidated triad circle. This procedure enables a more detailed
description of several facets of harmonic perception. Gatzsche and Mehnert used
this model to perform music analysis tasks, such as chord boundary detection
[13] or tonality analysis and synthesis [3].
1.3

Problems and Goal

To date, postprocessing techniques of the basic chroma features have not been
analyzed in depth for application in harmonic similarity tasks. It is expected,
that they can increase the recognition accuracy for some tasks signiﬁcantly. Using the raw chroma features for music information retrieval tasks results in the
disadvantage, that a comparison between two songs with the same chord progression but with diﬀerent root notes might result into large distances despite
their similar chord progressions. The overall goal is the evaluation of harmonic
descriptions as feature for music information retrieval tasks. Therefore, the postprocessing methods for chroma vectors as described above are utilized. PDP and
circular pitch space models are clearly key dependent. The goal is therefore to
develop and to evaluate further processing steps in order to generate key independent feature vectors for each of the mentioned techniques. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 proposes solutions in order to
compute key independent feature vectors. Section 3 describes the evaluation of
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the proposed methods and section 5 concludes the paper and suggests further
work in this area.

2

Adaption to obtain key independent harmonic
mid-level features

As already mentioned, harmonic mid-level features are based on chroma vectors.
Based on the problems discussed above, harmonic postprocessing methods, such
as PDP or circular pitch space models result in a key dependent feature vectors. These vectors may not be directly applicable for many classiﬁcation tasks,
such as genre detection. Therefore, the following modiﬁcations are proposed in
order to obtain key independent harmonic mid-level feature vectors from pitch
distribution proﬁles and pitch space models:
PDP related features: The pitch distribution proﬁles compute the most probable chord represented by a chroma vector. A chroma vector containing 12 elements is therefore mapped into one chord label. This label may be described
by one or two characters and a Boolean (”C” to ”B” and ”minor/major”). On
the other hand, this label can be expressed by a number e, e ∈ 0..23, whereas
the ﬁrst 12 elements of the vector refer to the labels ”C” to ”B” in the major
mode and the second 12 elements of the vector refers to the labels ”C” to ”B”
in the minor mode. These extracted labels are highly key dependent. Therefore
they have to be post-processed when used as classiﬁcation feature. Based on the
chroma feature, the PDP method computes one of such chord labels e(j) per
time frame j. In order to examine the key dependency of the feature, several
time frames j are observed. A musical cadence might contain the progression ”C
major”,”F Major”,”G major” and ”C Major”, e.g. indicated by the progression
e1 (1..4) = {0, 5, 7, 0}. Another cadence, might contain the same progression in
another key: ”G major”,”C major”,”D major” and ”G Major”, e.g. indicated by
the progression e2 (1..4) = {7, 0, 2, 7}. Both vectors e1 and e2 contain the same
progression, but their numbers are diﬀerent. A comparison of these numbers
would result into large distance, despite they are harmonically similar. Computing a simple derivative of both numbers by

e(j) − e(j − 1),
for e(j) − e(j − 1)  0
K(j) =
(1)
e(j) − e(j − 1) + 12, for e(j) − e(j − 1) < 0
may result into a similar progression by diﬀerent keys. Applying this equation
to the example above, in K1 (1..3) = {0, 5, 2, 5} for the ﬁrst progression and in
K2 (1..3) = {7, 5, 2, 5} for the second progression. The only diﬀerence is the ﬁrst
element, which needs to be neglected. This procedure enables the comparison of
key independent chord progression for chords in the same mode. An additional
change of the algorithm must be integrated in the case of successive major and
minor chords. If a minor chord is followed by a major chord, their diﬀerences
might be low, but their harmonic indiﬀerence is large (e.g. ”B minor” followed
by ”C Major”). Therefore, in case of this occurrence, K(j) is increased by 12:
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(2)

This procedure results into key independence for PDP. Since the feature
vectors depend on the length of the song, all occurrences K(j) of one song are
put into a histogram containing a total size of 24 elements. This histogram is
normalized and used as feature vector for music information retrieval tasks.
Features by Harte, Gatzsche, and Tzanetakis: The computation of the features by Harte and Gatzsche and Tzanetakis is conducted in a similar manner.
The algorithms of these authors have in common, that they result in vector
representations. The length of such vectors represents the strength of the chord
characteristic. The angle of the vector represents the direction of the chord center. Both information can be used to classify audio, independently from the
original pitch space. The norm of such a vector can be easily used as feature
for music information retrieval, since it contains the information independently
from the key. The angle of such a vector is clearly chord dependent, because it
points into a totally diﬀerent direction, if the chord changes. This chord dependency leads to a key dependency, because the chord progressions responsible for
harmonic similarity are key dependent. A similar idea as already proposed comes
into account here. The feature vector in the circular pitch space is time dependent and can be described by v(j), whereas j indicates the number of the frame.
The angle α(j) of this vector can be computed by α(j) = arctan(vy (j)/vx (j)),
whereas x and y indicate the vector cathetuses. The key independence is obtained
by diﬀerentiating angles of successive frames.
αn (j) = α(j) − α(j − 1)

(3)

The diﬀerentiation might result into negative values. Since the angle is represented on a circle, these negative values can be also seen as positive angles, usable
as information for a feature vector. The diﬀerentiated angle and the norm of the
complex vector lead to two dimensional feature vectors. Based on the number
of circular pitch spaces considered, three or four of these complex vectors may
be appended in order to receive a mid-level feature vector for music information
retrieval tasks. For the investigations in this paper, two diﬀerent mid-level features based on circular pitch spaces were examined: Harte: The circular pitch
spaces as described by Harte, circle of ﬁfth, circle of major triads in three modes
and circle of minor triads in four modes were postprocessed in order tho receive
8 key independent complex vectors, leading to a mid-level feature vector with
16 dimensions. Gatzsche: The circular pitch spaces as described by Gatzsche,
circle of ﬁfth, key related circle of thirds and key related circle of diatonics were
postprocessed. This yields to 36 key independent complex vectors, leading to
a mid-level feature vector with 72 dimensions. Tzanetakis: Only the circle of
ﬁfth is used as mid-level representation, whereby the feature vector consists of
2 dimensions, the norm of the vector and the derivative of the angle.
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3
3.1

Evaluation
Test Set

The above described mid-level features were examined for the task of genre
classiﬁcation on polyphonic music by using the mid-level features. Tests could
be performed by only classical music with manually annotated chords as ground
truth for proving the suitability for harmonic similarity. Such a ground truth does
not exist as test set, and creating one takes a lot of eﬀort. Sancho [14] showed that
the use of chord progressions is suitable to represent musical genres, because they
capture the harmonic rules relevant in each musical period or style. Therefore,
a popular music test set containing 775 songs, dividable into 10 genres has been
established as ground truth. The 10 genres are: Classical (60), Electronic Music
(168), Jazz (112), Pop (74), Rock (91), Folk (53), Urban (52), Speech (31), World
Music (120), Others (14), whereby the values in brackets describe the number of
songs in this genre. The selection of songs into the speciﬁc genre has been agreed
upon by 10 expert listeners. The feature vector which serves best in this task
are expected to be usable for genre detection in combination with other low- or
mid-level features.
3.2

Computed Features

From the described music collection the chroma features were extracted as follows: In order to be sample rate independent, all songs were re-sampled to 44100
Hz. A time-frequency transformation was applied on the windowed frames of
each songs with a frame size of 2048 and the overlap of 512 samples. This procedure allows a fair frequency resolution, suitable to capture the notes suitably. A
higher time resolution was obtained by an analysis window overlap of 75%. Based
on the windowed frames, EPCP chroma features were computed. The resulting
chroma features consisted of a vector with 12 bins with a relative strength of
each tone in common western representation. Based on these chroma vectors,
ﬁve harmonic mid-level feature vectors were computed:
– The original chroma feature (named Chroma) has been used in order to
compare these results with the results obtained by the other postprocessing
algorithms. A chord in music usually is audible for a few seconds. In order
to save computation time, the original chroma feature has been grouped
to a size of two seconds. In order to compute the feature, 200 successive
chroma frames were averaged to one chroma feature. This results into one
12-dimensional vector approximately 2 seconds of music.
– The second examined feature is the chroma length (named Length) as described in chapter 2. The chroma length has been computed by these methods
and grouped to a time of 2 seconds for the reasons explained above. This
resulted in a one dimensional feature vector every 2 seconds.
– The PDP related features (named PDP) were computed as described in
chapter 2. This feature resulted in one 12 dimensional histogram per song.
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– The features by Harte (named Triad) were computed based on the underlying
chroma features. The computation of the features is described in chapter 2.
The size of this harmonic mid-level feature vector consists of 16 dimensions.
Since the original chroma features contained a large time resolution, 200
successive features were grouped to obtain one mid-level chroma feature.
– The features by Gatzsche (named Symm) were extracted as described in
chapter 2. The feature size consists of 72 dimensions and also a grouping
was applied on order to receive one mid-level chroma feature vector every 2
seconds.
– The features by Tzanetakis (named Tzan) were extracted as described in [17]
with the exception, that the chroma computation as described in chapter 1
was used. The circle of ﬁfths and the weighting has been applied on the
chroma vector and the result was postprocessed as described in Tzanetakis’
publication.
3.3

Test Methodology

In order to prepare the test, all previously described extraction algorithms were
applied on each song of the test set. The test evaluated the general suitability of
each of the proposed harmonic mid-level feature vectors for genre detection. In
order to enable practically relevant classiﬁcation results, the above introduced
test set was randomly divided into training- and test set, whereby 70% of the
songs were used for training and 30% of the songs utilized as test set. As dimension reduction method, a Linear Discriminant Analysis had been applied.
The number of reduced feature dimensions has been reduced to the number of
classes minus one. If the feature dimension size was smaller or equal the class
size, no LDA has been applied. For the classiﬁcation, a Gaussian Mixture Model
classiﬁer with three mixtures has been trained and classiﬁed. Often in music information retrieval, the accuracy of the results is measured by the percentage of
the songs correctly classiﬁed. This procedure leads to insigniﬁcant results in the
case of unequal distribution of classes. Therefore, the evaluation in this paper
was based on pairwise precision and recall as normally applied on segmentation
[11]. The recall indicates the probability that a relevant song is found amongst
all songs and the precision indicates the probability that a found song is relevant.
The f-measure indicates the overall result by considering precision and recall. In
case of the pair-wise precision and recall as performed in this paper, the appearance of pairs of similar classes between the successive result and reference
list is evaluated. The comparison of these pairs yields to false positives, false
negatives and true positives, which indicates overall results independently from
the number of items in each class. The measures precision, recall and f-measure
were computed for each test run and for each examined feature vector. In order
to rely not only on one compilation of training- and test set, the random separation between test- and training set has been repeated nine times. This enabled
a computation of minimum, mean, and maximum. Two test scenarios were run
for this publication:
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– Test of harmonic mid-level features: This test scenario shows the genre classiﬁcation accuracy based on the harmonic mid-level features. Therefore, all
ﬁve post-processed key independent mid-level representations were evaluated in order to examine, which feature vector is most suitable for music
information retrieval tasks.
– Test of described post-processing method: The post-processing methods described in this paper enable a key-independence. This allows to ﬁnd similar
chord progressions, even if the key is diﬀerent. This test scenario evaluates
the diﬀerence in classiﬁcation accuracy between the harmonic mid-level representations by Harte and Gatzsche as described in their publications and
the post processed mid-level representations as described in this paper.

4

Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the results for all harmonic mid-level representations with the
music collection of 10 genres. Using such a large test set enables an evaluation
under real conditions, since for real-life genre detection, more than 9 genres
should be distinguished. The three vertical boxes show precision, recall and fmeasure. Each of the boxes shows the results of minimum, maximum and average
of the 10 classiﬁcations. In order to obtain a quick overview about the results,
the mean f-measure as well as its standard deviations are depicted in ﬁgure 1.
Precision
Recall
F-Measure
Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min
Mean
Max
Chroma 19.25 21.33 22.95 17.02 19.07 20.18 19.14
20.10
20.93
Length 16.35 18.26 20.27 17.05 18.36 20.72 16.69
18.30
20.49
PDP
15.60 21.36 28.00 17.17 21.83 27.36 16.35
21.57
27.67
Triad 28.00 30.59 36.34 33.04 35.46 42.67 30.31
32.84
39.25
Symm 25.60 30.01 33.07 28.72 34.17 38.79 27.07
31.94
35.70
Tzan
17.44 20.81 23.17 21.12 23.31 25.13 19.11
21.97
23.91
Table 1. This table shows minimum, maximum and mean precision, recall and fmeasure for genre recognition in percent based on diﬀerent harmonic mid-level features
for the musical test set. The numbers are given in percent.

The recognition rates (mean f-measures) are between 16% and 32%. From
a ﬁrst view, these numbers seem quite low. But a random classiﬁcation of 10
genres in the test collection has an average probability of 12.9%. This shows
that the actual numbers are signiﬁcantly higher than random guessing. For the
further evaluation, the average f-measure is used to compare the usefulness of the
harmonic mid-level features. The Chromalength features obtained worst results
with approximately 18%. The Chromagram feature performed slightly better
with approximately 20%. The harmonic mid-level features by Tzanetakis and
the PDP performed almost similar with approximately 22%. The best results
were obtained by using Hartes and Gatzsches features with approx. 32%. The
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signiﬁcance results are 5%, 7%, 8%, 8%, 18%, and 18% for the features Chromlength, Chromagram, PDP, Tzanetakis, Gatzsche, and Harte, respectively. Inspection of these results shows that all features perform better than random
guessing. The pitch space models, which used the circle of ﬁfths and other circles improved the classiﬁcation rates signiﬁcantly. It shows that the described
postprocessing steps generally perform better than the raw chroma features. It
shows also, that the proper usage of circular pitch spaces improves the genre
recognition in comparison to PDPs.

40

Mean F−measure in Percent

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Random Chroma Length

PDP

Triad

Symm

Tzan

Fig. 1. This ﬁgure depicts the results for the genre detection based on diﬀerent harmonic mid-level features. The genre detection was performed on a test/training set of
10 genres. The values are given in percent.

The second test examined the improvements when using the postprocessing
method which computes key independent feature vectors. Table 2 shows the results in percent, whereas the label Symm represents the results of the system by
Gatzsche and Triad represents the results by Harte/Sandler. The addition ”Post”
indicates, that the proposed postprocessing techniques were applied. Both original feature vectors by Gatzsche and Harte performed quite similar with an
average f-measure of about 22%. In case, the postprocessing technique was applied, the recognition accuracy increased to about 31%. The results by Gatzsche
and Harte might be similar because both authors used similar circles, whereby
Gatzsche applied additionally the circle of diatonics. But it seems that this circle
has no inﬂuence on the results.
In order to obtain a quick overview about the examination, the same results
are also depicted in ﬁgure 2. The results show, that the postprocessing technique which enables a key independence improves the classiﬁcation accuracy
signiﬁcantly.
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Precision
Recall
F-Measure
Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min
Mean
Max
Symm
18.87 21.91 24.85 20.43 23.26 25.66 19.62
22.56
24.95
Symm Post 25.60 30.01 33.07 28.72 34.17 38.79 27.07
31.94
35.70
Triad
18.75 22.27 28.15 20.77 23.67 27.26 20.38
22.91
26.77
Triad Post 28.00 30.59 36.34 33.04 35.46 42.67 30.31
32.84
39.25
Table 2. This table shows minimum, maximum and mean precision, recall and fmeasure for genre recognition in percent based on the basis circular pitch space models
by Harte (Triad) and Gatzsche (Symm). Additionally, the results for the classiﬁcation
with the same test data but the proposed changes are given (Symm Post, Triad Post).
The numbers are given in percent.
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Symm
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Triad
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Fig. 2. This ﬁgure depicts the results for the genre detection based on two diﬀerent
harmonic mid-level features, the symmetry model and the triad model. It shows the
inﬂuence of the postprocessing. The genre detection was performed on a test/training
set of 10 genres. The values are given in percent.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper evaluated the usefulness of diﬀerent harmonic mid-level features for
genre detection. Two of the examined approaches used the original chroma features or a slight modiﬁcation for classiﬁcation. One approach was based on postprocessed PDPs and the two other approaches were computed from the model
of circular pitch spaces. They showed a clear ranking for the recognition accuracy from the chroma length feature with the lowest performance to the circular
pitch space model by Harte and Gatzsche with the highest performance. The
results by considering the signiﬁcance increased by a factor of more than two
from 7% to 18%, when applying mid-level postprocessing steps to the original
chroma features. The second test showed the inﬂuence of the key independent
postprocessing technique on the results. The results improved to 23% to 33%
when applying this technique. For a real genre detection task, these numbers are
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of course unsatisfactory. Therefore, other mid- and low-level features must be
considered in addition to improve the results.
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